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Encounter

Prologue

It was really dark. Even though Zertah was one of the best scout dragons, he could not see many things. Just the blind darkness. He sighed. He wished that this night would have been like any nights - calm and peaceful. But he knew that this peace was only an illusion... something was moving around. He remembered the late events - many dragons were killed by the human dragon slayers. He wondered why they were hunted... they did not do anything lately. The inner fight between Urad, the current leader of dragons and his rival, Qetah totally drained their power. They were rather passive to outside... “Perhaps too passive” Zertah thought. Passive enough to make the humans think that they are weak. And what was the most shocking to the cleverer dragons - they were indeed weak and vulnerable. The hunt against them has proven to be successful. He stared silently into the darkness. He felt empty... and sad. He could not even count how many dragons they had lost now. And for some reason, the two rivaling leaders still kept fighting with each other.
-So? Did you find anything? - he heard a calm and clear voice. It was Ileh, his mate... she was a true friend of him all the time.
-Something is moving around- Zertah said with forced calmness -Nothing harmful. Go back to our hatchlings... they need you more this moment than me.
Ileh smiled back on him... although Zertah knew her for a while now, he could still not resist to smile back on the green dragoness. She almost hypnotized him with her smile, like always. But when she went back into the cave, Zertah’s thoughts also went back to the darkness. He was now thinking of himself... and Ileh. He knew what would happen to her if the humans here would kill him. And he also had no doubts about the further life of his heirs if they would get killed. He sighed... but the dark thoughts that kept him did not leave with the air that left his lungs. He was getting more and more annoyed by the closeness of death.... He did not fear death. He never feared that. But he did not wanted Ileh and their hatchlings die. He feared for them, not for himself. He turned his face, and looked back into the cave. He wished this night to end... he wished another day to live with them. And he suddenly heard strange noises coming from behind him...
Ileh was looking at her children. The hatchlings were sleeping silently... the look of the young lives made her feel happy, even though she knew that all this can be nothing more than a fast disappearing sight. She hoped that Zertah is still alright up there... but her worst dreams came through when she saw a shadow creeping into the cave, not far from her. Looking at it more, she got assured that it was a human. She felt empty. She wanted to scream, to shout - to fight. But she also knew that if they could overcome Zertah, she would have no chance.
-Lie onto the ground! - she heard a human voice ordering her. She kept standing still.
-Care with me not. I will not do anything. - she replied, and took a final sight of her children. “I am sorry” she thought “I wanted a different ending for you... and for myself also. Above... there will be everything better...”. In the next moment, the world turned dark around her. While falling into some deep darkness, she could still hear a human voice saying “Target down. Repeat: target is down. Returning to base. Send the shuttles. Mission is complete success. Code alpha. Repeat: code alpha.”


1. Operation Scale Shield
Location: 11000 kilometers far from the cave above, space cruiser Silver Star; orbiting around planet Delta Morius.
-So Edward? What is urgent? - Kyla asked. They were almost running through the giant spaceship. She was used to this, but she always wished to know what she was running for. Sadly she knew seldom knew this.
-I don’t really know - Edward replied, and Kyla laughed. The same story again. -However, it has to be something special. The whole CMC was called together. This means something really important.
Kyla suddenly stopped to doubt that this was surely something really important. The whole Central Military Command was only called together is something big and extremely important was happening. This was the greatest and most sure sign of alert.
-Is it in connection with the planet below us? - she asked.
-I don’t know. - Edward replied - but for some reason I think the same.
They got to the main CMC chamber in ten minutes. Kyla looked around. Everyone was there. James, Ryker and Marie were already awaiting them. But she could see more people then usual. She could see Adam Celias, the leader of the Central Research Facility; Michael Tornhull, the leader of the Central Civilian Committee, and three soldiers.
-Well, if everyone is here, I, as the leader of the Central Military Command open this briefing. - Marie said. Kyla envied her these times a bit - not only because Marie was the leader. She was always confident and brave, she could never lie to anyone, not even to herself. She was hard as steel, and this made her become the leader of the CMC fast.
-Take a look at this picture - Marie said, and a dragon appeared on the wall with the help of the projector. Kyla smiled - was the meeting called just to read children books?
-A picture from a book - one of the soldiers said flatly- why is it important?
-Because it wasn’t taken from a book - Marie replied with some irony in her voice, and this made Kyla feel uncomfortable a bit. Marie enjoyed to question facts, and for this reason Kyla always feared a bit to answer to her questions.
-One of our squadrons took this picture on the planet that we are orbiting around. - Marie explained with a little rush.
-Dragons? - a soldier shook his head - bah! This must be a joke!
-It is not, I can tell you - Adam interrupted the commando-looking one - They are alive. The squadron could shoot two dragons with their special Freezer FN4 stunning rifle, and brought the whole... erm... family here with their shuttle ship. We have already done some researches and experiments... it seems that these beings are quite similar to the things we know as ‘dragons’.
Deep silence fell on them, and after a good minute Edward said - Could you manage to communicate with them?
-Yes, they awoke a few hours ago - Adam said, and Marie gave him a sharp look. “Ahh, something she was not informed about” Kyla thought and a little smile appeared on her face. Adam went on.
-We created a big fake landscape for them within the spaceship. We can afford this, since all of us know that this ship is only being used with the 63 percent of its maximal crew. So we made a little ‘playground’ for them. I guess they think that they are in their heaven or such... However, we can understand what they talk, as they use a very similar language to ours.
-Did you learn anything useful from them? - Marie asked. She seemed to be a bit upset... Kyla had a deep thought that she wanted to be totally informed about every piece of this. But she wasn’t....
-Yes, a few things. - Adam explained - They recognized our reckon squad as a band of local townsman or militia, and they think that they were slaughtered. Also we are more and more sure that there is some kind of dragon hunt going down on the planet.
-Dragon hunt? - a soldier asked with surprise in his voice - Sure I would hunt for something, but for something big like that? Nah, it is not my liking...
-Stop joking - Marie said - from your military studies should you know that time is the essence. We must move fast. It seems that we are given an opportunity to get a specie that is totally like some mythical beings from our history. We also know that they are hunted. Any ideas?
-What about asking them to come with us? - Michael suggested, but Marie shook her head. 
-It is unlike that they would accept on offer from humans like the ones that hunt them. - she said.
-And what about these stunning rifled squads? - James asked.
-We could get a few more. But it is highly risky... we must avoid causalities. - Marie replied with a sigh.
-Then we must make them to come here - Ryker said with a smile.
-And how do you suggest doing that? - a female soldier asked.
-Simply. We detach a squadron special equipment, and make things turn out so they can do nothing else. - Ryker said, still smiling - Think of disasters, accidents and such. And then we come, making an ‘offer they can’t refuse’. Sure all the dragons would gladly come here.
-Risky plan. What about causalities? - Marie asked again.
-I would use volunteers only, and this would go for my own risk if you wish - Ryker said with his usual temperament - but this way we could get all of those reptiles down there! Think of it! It is—
-They do not seem to be reptiles. Our researches show that - Adam interrupted, but he was also interrupted.
-Close the chatter now. Soldiers - Marie turned to the soldiers sitting in the room - Go into the Briefing Room.
“They would be the volunteers? How could they agree in something... in something... in something they don’t know about...?” Kyla thought with a little shock “For God’s shake! This was only an act! Marie, Adam and Ryker knew about everything for all the time! They only needed an act to make us think that they learn everything with us!”. And looking at Edward she knew that not only she was thinking this.
-We better take a closer look at our new guests - Edward said, and Kyla nodded. She was really anxious to see the living children book pictures.
Only they were in the room. Marie, and the three soldiers.
-Soldiers, I think you have seen each other a few times now. However, I introduce you to each other to be sure. - Marie started - She is Jessica Oserbun, a sniper who is also a good medic. This tall man is Bart Filvitt, a number one scout-reckon troop with excellent commando skills. And he is Vaszilij Ivanisevics, one of our best pilots and demolitionists. You better know that you were chosen by passing several tests, but you are going there as if you volunteered for this task. You heard main task of your mission. Get as many of those dragons here as possible. Any questions?
-When will the new history-writers leave, madam?- Ivanisevics asked. He seemed to be really anxious.
-Now. - Marie said - You will receive further commands via mobile long-range radios. And as the leader of the CMC, I now officially begin operation Scale Shield.


2. Flying into the Unknown
Jessica and Bart were sitting in the dark plane. They could only see the faint blue lights, which were hopelessly trying to light the huge hull of the heavy transport-fighter shuttle. Vaszilij was also sitting silent, but he sometimes began to murmur some curse as an asteroid came too close the ship. They were feeling as they felt before all missions - empty. They knew the hazard they took coming here, and they also knew what they can become if they succeed. This was their life after all. They were soldiers.
-Why do you think they need those dragons so much? - Bart asked. No answer came in a few minutes, since no one knew the answer. Bart also knew that there was a minimal chance of any of them being more informed than the others. If any would be, he or she would not lose her disguise this for any reason.
-I don’t know- Jessica said -but I don’t think that the CMC suddenly became very fond of animals... nor of another intelligent race. There has to be some other reason.
-There is one. - Vaszilij replied - I am sure why they need them so much.
Suddenly the shuttle shook. While Vaszilij was looking back on them, he nearly run into an asteroid. He cursed the whole thing again, and continued.
-As Marie said. The causalities. The HUMAN causalities.- he said with a sarcastic smile.
-Keep looking at the space, pilot! - Jessica said, and then added -So... you think that the CMC sees a military capacity in dragons?
-Sure. - Vaszilij nodded - or else why would the perform tests on them? Why would you test someone who is just your friend? They need the test so they can know what they are capable of.-
-So we are now working on our own retirement. - Bart whispered loud enough so all of them could hear.
-I am not so sure. - Jessica said -You know how dangerous is being protected by someone else...
-This conversation is pointless - Vaszilij said hastily - This could be a typical example when the blind leads the sightless. We must admit that, yes, we do not know any reason why we must came here so fast. We must admit that, yes, we do not know anything about the world we are going into. All we got was a briefing of our mission - which was not really more than ‘get as many as you can’. We have some maps, and some equipment. That’s all. Soldiers, I fear we have to face the biggest problem we can - we will be left alone. And if something happens in the CMC above - we can get stuck here also. Who would need the remains of a failed mission?
-They would not do that! - Bart shouted. This idea shocked him. - This would be against all our laws! This—
-This would be an open violation of the civil rights - Jessica replied while nodding - But they can say that we are dead. No one will look after. Or we become MIA. Missing In Action. Wake up! We are... erm... ‘volunteers’. We must face the results of our decision.
-We must face the results of our decision. Even if this decision is the decline of this offer. - Vaszilij added, not lacking sarcasm.
Bart sighed. He felt more and more alone as they got closer to the planet - and further away from the Silver Star. He had to admit that he feared... but he could not decide that we he feared of. They were one of the bests, this is why they were sent here. They got the newest and best equipments. And they were going into a world where even gunpowder is not invented. But something was not right, and he knew it. Something was not clear... he sighed more deeply. He could do nothing else than completing the mission. As fast as he can. Then he can go back and forget this all nightmare.
-Hold tight. We are approaching the planet atmosphere. Landing in two minutes. - Vaszilij said. Jessica and Bart looked at each other. Suddenly the blue lights went off, and darkness fell on them. A faint beep told them that the ship’s outer shield was heating up.
-Do not forget what we were sent for. Do not bring shame on my head, teammate! - Jessica said with a smile, and Bart replied -Same for you.
Suddenly the shuttle began to shake and they could see the windows turn into red. They were near to land.
The ship landed into a pond of some kind. Vaszilij slowly stood up from the pilot seat.
-Right, team. The ship landed. Go into the pressure room, and from there to the surface. Good luck, and good hunting. - he said, and watched at the others as they left the ship. He sighed, but his thoughts were not with them now. He was thinking how to turn this amphibious shuttle into a lethal heavy-fighter. He shook his head. They landed a few minutes ago, and even now he had works lasting for days. He wondered why is this mission so special. The same thing was going in his office as well...
Jessica was trying to not move. Her full-body-cover gear’s engines were pushing her up to the surface, and she did not wanted to slow her movement down with moving her body. A few moments passed, and she was standing at the shore of the pond. She smiled, and looked back at the water. Suddenly she was near to laugh. Although she did not notice it before, her gear-armor was looking as if she was a dragon. The jetpack’s two wings could be her wings, her special helmet with the built-in systems could be a dragon’s head. Especially since it was long and narrow, and the two infrared scanners were looking as two red eyes. She kept looking at herself, despite the fact she has seen this gear a million times before... she wanted to rest a bit. To clear her mind, and to be able to concentrate on the task she was sent for. Suddenly she heard on inhuman voice behind her, saying -A metal dragon? What?
Turning back she saw two big reptiles with wings.
Bart was running in the forest. He now gave a thank for his camouflage, which hid him almost perfectly. He suddenly stopped, and looked around. “Something is moving around” he thought “I better be cautious.”. He took his gun, and looked at the ammo display. The red counter show the number of two hundred. Bart smiled... this is enough for a while. It did not really matter though. His plasma rifle recharged itself after a while, ammunition in the energy cells only limited the number of shots fired rapidly. Bart crouched down, and began to creep. After a few steps, he heard some inhuman voices... they sounded like as if boars were in the vicinity, but... Bart suddenly stopped thunderstruck. “They speak human language! Friends, perhaps...” and he stood up. But when a throwing axe only missed him with a little, he realized that these are foes. He crouched down again, took a step back, and pulled the trigger on his weapon. In the next moment flames blasted out from the mouth of his weapon, spitting plasma projectiles at his enemies. But his brain could not stop thinking “What are these?!”
Vaszilij landed in a large cave, one that was discovered by a fly-through recon plane earlier. He quickly got off the plane, but when he landed on the ground, he halted. He looked around, and grinned toothily then... who would see him here? He would recognize him? He walked into the plane, and took the radio. He began to hesitate again... He wondered if he had done the right thing. Then he sighed. “Perhaps I said too much?” he thought and shook his head. No. He just said enough. He took the radio and said “Wyvern to base. Both the Champions left. Repeat: both the champions left! Wyvern over and out.” He wanted to switch the radio off, but he suddenly got another sentence to say. He added “Give my greetings to Marie.”, and turned the machine off. Then he walked to the wings of the shuttle. He pulled the cover down, and began to barb with wires, while he hoped that he won’t touch the 220V one.


3. Orbital problems
-No, Edward, it is not right! - Kyla said, almost shouting. - We were not informed, and this whole thing can be nothing more than a damn trap!!
-True. - Edward nodded. He tried to remain calm. - But not this is what worries me the most. The dragons. They do.-
-Why? - Kyla asked surprised. They seemed to be friendly and patient here.... “Maybe because they don’t know that humans are nearby” she thought.
-The tests. I took a brief view at the results’ report. They were making warfare test! I hope you know what this can mean. - Edward said.
-Marie wants to make a war below. She wants to overrun and capture that planet - Kyla said, but Edward interrupted and went on - and for this she needs to know what she will face. Yes.
-Nah, it can’t be. On the other hand, she would need the agree of the whole CMC. And we would never go into a war against a whole planet. - Kyla murmured aloud - But why would she do this? What is the point in it?
-She may have a way to trick the CMC. - Edward said with narrowed eyes - We better get ready. Go and search the troops we could use if the situation would require. As far her intentions... I do not know. Perhaps the planet holds something with greater value than we know. Something worth more than a war with dragons, or with anything else we can think of.-
Kyla nodded, and then added - Do you know what our action to stop her would mean?-
-An inner war. - Edward said, and added on a slow, sad tone - Which never happened among us in the last ten thousand year. But now it will as it seems... however, it still better than running into a never-ending war. I hope.
Kyla thought and feared the same. Edward and she looked at each other for another silent minute, and they both left then. They had so much to do...
Kyla was walking on a corridor, deep in her thoughts. The last days’ happenings began to be more she could handle. She wondered if there were any clues showing this, or did this situation emerge only by accident. She knew that Marie became more and more dictator-like since she became the leader of the military command. But she would have never thought that Marie would go so far. Now it seemed that she was ready for everything... and not only she. But her squadrons also. Which could have meant big trouble, since she had the best troops.
-Ahem. - Jess suddenly heard someone behind her. Turning back she saw Ryker.
-Would you finally spare a few seconds for me also? I know your thoughts are important to you, but I could be also important... perhaps. - he said with his usual smile.
-Speak it out... and sorry. I am just not used to such situations. - Kyla said with a sigh - If this thing will go on for long, I’ll be a nervous wreck.-
-It will, I fear - Ryker said, and grabbed Jess’s arm. He pulled her into a dark room. Jess did not wanted to shout, nor to scream... she knew that if this is Marie’s command to ‘get her out of the way’, the she cannot do anything. But if it is not a command, then Ryker is also in a big trouble. She can’t escape either way.
-Okay, this place seems to be secure - Ryker whispered - no cameras. Listen closely. Marie is getting ready for something. My pilots noticed some unreported flights lately. Many planes going in and out from the hangars.-
-And? - Kyla asked half smiling - It used to be like this all the time. The civilians who have shuttles always use hangars like this. And I am supposed to trust you anyway? What about Marie?-
-I was thinking the situation over, and realized how fool I was... and those civilians have AR-45 F/K “Doomrider” extremely heavy attack shuttles - Ryker added on a dark tone - my pilot saw a whole squadron with that plane. While they were practicing - as my report says.-
-So... Marie’s troops are... preparing for a war? - Kyla asked on an unbelieving voice. She could hardly believe that Marie was so prepared even now.
-No. They are not preparing anymore. - Ryker said, and added - They are ready now.
-Oh, my god... - Kyla whispered, and Ryker turned aside, and began to walk away. But he said one last thing to Jess: - And just for you to know. They began to pack some tanks into the heavy landing shuttles today. Means this something?
-A preparation for an assault? - Kyla asked a question that was an answer also. Ryker smiled, and turned aside. Then he walked away. After his leaving, Kyla began to wonder that what does she already know - and what is still awaiting her. She began to walk... her head began to ache. An unknown planet. Dragons. Treachery in the highest levels of CMC. Civil war. Friends. Foes. She did not wanted to think of this thing anymore. Not today.
She was walking pointlessly, and with empty brain. Suddenly she was grabbed by two strong hands. She could do nothing, not even scream. A soldier looked into her face. She hoped that these are not Marie’s men. If so, then she is dead.
-It is only Kyla - the soldier said.
-Let her go then! - she heard Edward.
She was let free, but without the hand that also held her, she landed on the floor. She got up with an aching back. She looked around. She could see Edward with three soldiers.
-What is this? - she asked.
-This door leads to the terrarium of our oversized reptiles - Edward said - and I think we better.... erm... secure them before Marie does. Since we don’t want her to learn anything useful of the world below, do we? 
-And you think that the dragons will just accept your offer. - Kyla said while shaking her head, then she added - You human.-
Edward realized what she wanted to say. He must have thought of the problem, since he said - Fear not. I am the communications lieutenant of the CMC.-
-I hope you are that due to your great potential - Kyla said.
-Blow the doors out! - Edward said, and a soldier began to pack C4 onto the door.
-But... this is forbidden to do!! - Kyla said astonished. Edward took a sharp look at her, and then took his gun. He pointed the pistol at the door’s lock, and fired two shots. The computer literally blew up.
-Door is not functional due to external problems. We must blow it out - Edward said - since we don’t want Marie’s troops learn that we are here, do we? I bet they are watching the main core of the computer system. Opening the door with the built-in computer would discover us. This way we will get a quarter hour before getting discovered.-
Kyla smiled and got into cover as the door blew up in three seconds. As they were walking in, Kyla asked Edward -And how do you think that negotiation?
-With the best reason I can give - Edward grinned toothily.
-And what is that? - Kyla asked.
-Armalite ARM 45 heavy assault rifles. - Edward said, adding - the best way to negotiate is to have a few of these. I wonder who would dare to reject me this way.-
Jess could do nothing else but shake her head. However, she had to admit that this was indeed a sufficient way of negotiating.
-There are they! - a soldier said.
They were hiding in the bushes. This area was much greater than they expected it to be. It was a real jungle.
-Creep slowly behind them, sarge - Edward whispered - and keep their sharp senses in mind. And fire at the first harmful action of them.
-Fire? - Kyla asked with widened eyes.
-We have stun bullets - Edward smiled, and gave a little, yellow bullet to her. It was indeed blunt, and was covered with some kind of liquid.
The sarge crept away, and after a few minutes they heard his voice in their radios saying - Ready. Party can begin.-
The two soldiers jumped out first, and then did Edward and Kyla. They did not need any protection though. The dragons were far too astonished to react, or to do anything. They just kept looking around.
- Edward Zakarias, communications officer - said Edward to them as they walked closer - Greetings here.-
They got no answer, but for some reason they did not even expect it.
- I am Kyla Novertin, tactical command officer - Kyla said with a faint smile, and then added - Troops, lower your weapons. And go away.-
The two soldiers walked away, but both Kyla and Edward knew that they will be watched with sniper scopes. This made them feel a bit more safe, but Kyla suddenly got a great fear - if those scopes are not theirs, but Marie’s troops’... She tried to not think of the fact of being on the edge of a war.
-What... what... what do you do here? What do you want from us? - the red dragon asked. “Would our sight be so shocking to them?” Kyla wondered. Looking at the dragons she had to admit that, yes, it was.
-Nothing. Just to tell you that you are not safe even here any longer. - Edward said - But I can offer you further safety, however, I don’t know for how long.-
-Not safe? Here? Why? - the green dragon asked this time.
-You do not know many things, my friend - Edward replied - but I am here to help you, believe me. I will help you in your every need, but only if you this time believe in me and follow me.-
-I... I don’t think I would have any other choice - the red dragon sighed. Kyla had to admit that he was right.
-True. - Edward said - But we have neither any way left. Even though you do not know of it yet, we are in the same boat. Against the same waves - he added on a deep tone.
-Before going with you, I want to know who are you. - the red dragon said hastily. They seemed to become more and more nervous with each passing moment as Kyla could see. She suspected this before. Being hunted by humans down for so long, she have even thought of being attacked by them. However, their surprise seemed to be greater than their self-defense instinct. Kyla whispered a silent prayer for this. It was not over yet though, she forced herself to remember. “And it will not be ever until Marie will give her will to become a supreme leader up” she added sadly in herself. The fact of the inner war coming closer and closer was the thing she wanted to evade, but she could now see that she cannot do anything. She could only stand still. And this was the worst.
-A different human race you did not know about before - Edward said - we came to help and aid you... if we find you worthy enough. Now come. It is time to learn more of each other.-
Ending the sentence, Edward walked away, and Kyla followed him. Looking back, she could see that the dragons follow them. She had to admit the Edward was indeed was a good communication lieutenant.


4. “We are in position. Repeat: we are in position!”
Jessica felt as if a whole truck was in her stomach. She could not do anything. She was paralyzed of the sight of the dragons - and of her orders, which she was given. Her brain could not stop thinking what to do. Despite her long and efficient training and her great experience, the musts and must-nots totally confused her. She was not used to such situations. The life instinct in her heart said „fire! Kill them and run away!” as she felt a great danger as standing face to face with beings she has never ever even believed in - whilst the soldier in her mind kept repeating „remember your orders. Protect them until the escort ships arrive.”. She could not stop thinking of the alternatives she can choose. She knew that her decision here can write history - she can make a wrong alliance, find a powerful ally race, start a worthless war, or begin a glorious fight which ends with capturing this planet. “So many ways to choose” the thought roamed through her mind with the speed of light. All those in a such little time - in a moment.
She could not stop thinking what to do. Neither the dragons could. And the moment passed without any event.
They kept looking at each other for minutes. The dragons could not even decide what they were seeing, whilst Jessica was now thinking what to say. It was not easier than deciding what to do. She knew what a wrong word or expression could do at the first encounter. However, she could feel that she was loosing her grip above herself. She was becoming more and more nervous, her heart was pounding faster and faster, she began to sweat more and more. She could not concentrate. Her mind began to cloud. Finally she gave up.
-Hello there - she said. She did not had to fear that her voice will show the dragons that she is a human... they could only hear a metallic voice which was totally deformed as it was coming from a speaker-system. The gear was hermetic. But as she said these words, she began to blame herself. “Hi there” she thought “What a genius idea. I hope history books will leave this sentence out from education..”
-Hello - the green dragon replied, obviously surprised by being greeted by the “metal dragon”. Jessica was beginning to recover from the shock. She decided to regain control over the events. Only this way could she make her mission. The only thing she wondered about was the presence of the dragons. They did not take any role in her mission. She wondered how to get the rid of them...
-Who are you? And what do you do here? - she asked of the dragons.
-What do we do here??? - the dragon asked back, but Jessica could not decide as if the sentence could make to the creature’s mind, or got stuck somewhere halfway.
-Yes, exactly. - she said, then added - You are not supposed to be he— and cut the sentence. She had better not harmed them, nor with words neither with deeds. She hoped that the dragons won’t recognize her sentence as an offence, since in that case would she have to fight with them - or in worse case even kill them. Which could easily mean the failure of her mission and the loss of a potential ally race. “Plus the end of my carrier - and of my life.” she quickly added... and this wasn’t the last point of view to her.
-Erm... sorry... for venturing into your territory - the gold dragon with orange stripes on her back said. Jessica hummed. She was not expecting this answer.
-We did not notice you the last time we were here - the green dragon quickly added. Jessica sighed slightly. She was calming down. She has successfully evaded a fight which could easily broke out as she noticed. But as she calmed down, the human curiosity awoke in her.
-What are you doing here? And who are you? - she asked.
-I am Gerell - the green dragon said - and she is my mate, Nai - he added while looking at the gold dragoness, who forced a slight smile on her face. - We were only looking for some kind of safe place... a deep cave or such. Something which could protect us from the human raids... from many dozens of fighters - the green dragon said, and added - but we can leave if you wish us to do.-
Jessica nodded behind the cover of the gear. The raids were in picture. Her mission was to stop these. This is why she was given this specially modified heavy battle gear. She was on the track now.
-Could you lead me to such a raid party? - Jessica asked.
-But... they will kill you in an inst— Nai began to speak, but Gerell gave her a sharp look, and she fell into silence. Gerell smiled at Jessica, and said - Sure we can. Follow us. - and the two dragons took off. Jessica murmured a faint curse in herself, and she activated her jetpack. The device showed that without having time to self-recharge, it had charge to fly for another two hour before draining. Jessica could only hope that they will reach the site within that two hour.
Bart was firing as fast as he could without risking to overload his gun. He saw a boar-like head, and gave it two shots. Suddenly a huge creature fell on the ground, but Bart had no time to take a look at it, as suddenly another axe landed in a tree not far from his head. He gave a silent thanks to the camouflage, and crept down. He shot a few shots aimlessly, and crept backwards. After a minute of silence, he decided to activate his body shield. He knew that it was forbidden to do - expect in mortal danger. “If this is not mortal danger, than nothing is” he thought and pushed a button on his belt. Suddenly a blue light surrounded him, and this made him feel a bit secure. He took his weapon back into his hand, and he began to watch the forest which he was in.
After a half-hour of silence he whispered all the curses he knew of, turned his belt-shield off, and began to creep forward. He wished to get out of this forest now. “And alive if possible” he added quickly.
Jessica could only follow the dragons with the help of her infrared detecting system in her helmet. With that, however, it was a child’s play to follow the two big red thing on the black background. When she got a bit closer, she switched the IR device off, so she could see the world in its real colors. She increased her speed a bit, and realized that the dragons were flying much slower her jetpack could take her. She quickly flew above the two reptiles, and decided to do a joke with them. “They will be living with me on the Silver Star if everything goes right” she thought, and increased her speed to the maximum capacity of the jetpack. As she reached that speed, she quickly dived close and in front of the dragons. Then she lowered her speed again, and looked back. Gerell and Nai were thunderstruck.
-You.. here... flying without moving your wings? And at this speed...!? - Gerell murmured aloud, while Nai said something Jessica could not understand.
-Of course, what did you expect? By the way, are we getting closer to those humans? - Jessica replied. Suddenly Gerell’s expression changed as he was asked. Jessica would have bet that being to able to give an answer was good for his self-belief.
-Yes, we are. Stay ready - he said, and flew on, followed by Nai. Jessica smiled behind the gear, and followed them. But sure for sure, she quickly activated the built-in miniguns - and the two air defense missiles.
Bart was a good soldier since he joined the military. He was always ready to do anything, just as he was ready to do now. He was ready to sacrifice or give up anything. He was ready to give up his wealth, belief, family, friends, rank, esteem, prestige if the situation requires. Now, he began to lack something desperately.
Comfort.
He got out of the forest - and got straight into a swampy-muddy area. But since he did not knew if any of those beings who attacked him were near, he had to creep on. Soon the camouflage was covered with a thick layer of mud, and Bart’s mouth was full of wet earth. He was feeling tired and exhausted. He wanted to stop. He even wanted to go back to the Silver Star if it would have been possible to do. He wanted to be back in his room, on his bed. He wanted to drink soda, eat chocolate, and sleep. Not even know of this thing. But he had to creep on in this nightmare. He kept thinking when he suddenly realized that he was creeping almost blindly. He did not watch where he moved to. And in a swamp - this could have been a lethal fault. He shook his head as he tried to return his thoughts here, when suddenly a roar was to be heard. A roar he has heard not so long ago.
Bart pulled his gun into his hand, and suddenly saw another of those boar creatures. He aimed at his head, and pulled the trigger. And the result shocked even him. The gun beeped, and the “MALFUNCTION” sign appeared. “The mud and the wetness can perhaps be lethal to this weapon?” he thought, and wondered how on Earth could a weapon with such failure be given to him on a special mission. He took the gun back onto his back, and pulled his pistol out. It was a good old 228 Impact one, which he bought in an antiquary. Now it became his savior. He aimed with both hands, and pulled the trigger. The gun kicked back, which was an unknown thing to Bart until this moment. The weapons he used did not do such things. As a result, the gun hit his face, but he could see as the creature suddenly stops, and collapses with roaring. He smiled, but he knew that this way he discovered his position. “I had better leave that alive” he thought, and began to run. While running he thought that why does he does this - he does not even know where to go. Perhaps he runs into the enemy. Which happened as he spotted three of those beings in the distance. He had to decide what to do - assault them and go on, or go back into the swamp. He decided to risk the attacking, as the swamp could have been full with these by now. He crept nearer, and got behind a tree. From there he aimed with the 228 Impact again, and shot three shots at one of the beings. The .228 caliber projectiles hit the boar-thing, which collapsed silently and lifelessly. His two mates looked around. They obviously had no idea what was happening. Bart smiled. It was his day. He shot three shots again and again, and the two remaining creatures also seemed to be dead. Suddenly something hit his left shoulder. He screamed as he felt the sharp pain, and rolled aside. He could see another boar-being with a bloody axe in his hand. Bart realized that it was his blood in the axe. His shoulder was bleeding, and only his special bullet-proof vest saved him. Bart fell into panic, since he was running for his life long enough now, and he was back attacked so near to the goal - or so near to the thing he thought to be his goal. He raised the pistol, and fired the remaining bullets into the being, which had no chance to survive. Bart was looking at the dead body in silence, and suddenly he heard the empty clip falling on a rock as it left the pistol. He reloaded his old, but useful weapon, and went on. He was not creeping anymore, since his wounded shoulder did not allow him to do. Now he could only hope in his good luck. Which he seemed to lack all along...
Jessica was getting to be really nervous. They were still flying, but the jetpack were now running out of energy. She had to land soon. 
-We land there - Gerell said, and began to dive. Jessica wondered that where is that “there” would be, since Gerell gave no guess of that. She kept following the green dragon, and soon she was standing in a cave.
It was really dark inside. Jessica would have bet that the dragons could see anything... so she decided to also be able to see. She switched on her infrared scanners. And she nearly fainted. The cave was full of dragons.
-These are not humans I assume - she said, while she hopelessly tried to keep her voice be calm - You lied to me!
-He did - a dragon said to him. According to voice, Jessica could decide that it was not Gerell, nor Nai. The dragon went on, saying - but he had to. I am Urad, chosen as the leader of these dragons I welcome you here. This cave will be always open to you.-
Jessica could hardly understand what she heard.
-Chosen? Who? Where am I? - she asked, but only realized that she was saying these words loud when she got answer for them. 
-Long story, but I’ll tell you it once - Gerell said - but I am happy to know you here. This is the proof that we won’t be eradicated.-
Jessica would have asked what was the dragon speaking of, when she suddenly had a bad feeling. Turning back she saw human knights coming into the cave. Jessica realized that all the dragons were concentrating on her so deeply that they did not even care of the human troops approaching. She began to wonder what to do now. It was fairly clear that she cannot get away from the dragons now. But she knew that still her mission was to save them. She sighed, and turned the miniguns online. She aimed at the knights. The law was to tell the human foe surrender before firing - but she did not wanted to waste time with that now. She fired, and plasma projectiles filled the air between her and the knights.
The human knights died before they could react, and the dragons also began to move hastily as Jessica could hear. The sounds of the firefight awoke them. Suddenly Jessica saw dozens of human troops coming into the cave... She had a strict order, she was holding the guns aimed and ready, and her blood was filled with adrenaline. The situation was simple. She held the button again, and the guns fired.
Jessica began to wonder if these humans were real ones. No matter how many she killed, they just kept coming. Suddenly they stopped coming in... Jessica wondered why. But it was silence, and she gave a silent thank for that.
-You stopped them with such an ease...! - she heard a draconian voice from behind. She sighed. “One more event into the Legend” she thought bitter-sweetly. She did not like the role of the hero. She hated to be in the middle, and she was not really good in organizing. But now it seemed that she had to do these things....
-I wonder why they do not come now - another dragon said.
-Perhaps there are no more of them - a third replied.
-Unlikely - Jessica said. If she became a hero, she had to act it good - They must be planning something. Stay here while I look around. All of you stay here.-
She did not even looked back or waited for an answer, she simply went out. She wanted to get a bit further away from the dragons, she wanted to clear her mind. To take her thoughts away for a while. And some shooting seemed to be ideal for this purpose... she was near to leave the cave when suddenly the entrance blew down. Jessica realized what happened. The humans could not defeat them - so they made them stuck here. She wondered what now.
-Erhm, if I may tell you one thing - a dragon said to her far from behind - that was the only way out.-
Jessica sighed. She wondered what could she do now. She assumed that the dragons could not really move the rocks away... nor could she. She sighed again, but deeper this time. She was getting pissed off at those humans outside. She would have really liked to show them what explosion she could do.... and suddenly she got the idea how to get out. She took some C12 into her hand from the holder of the gear. “If I need a way out, I gonna make one” she thought.
Bart found hard to do anything. Hard to carry his equipment, to walk, to think, to breath. To live. His wounded shoulder was paining him more and more with each passing step, and soon he wished to give up. His head began to ache, and suddenly his vision blurred into a red mass. He wanted to go on, but his legs refused the command, and he collapsed. Lying on the ground, he grasped for air loudly while he tried to keep the last bits of his conscious awoke. After a few minutes he got up. He was feeling more and more awful. Lead by an instant thought he took his gun into his hands, and realized that the weapon was functional again. He smiled. Finally something good. And suddenly something kicked him onto the ground.
He did not fell into unconsciousness. He could not move though, nor do anything else. But he heard that some of those boar-beings were talking... he did not understand it though. But Bart did not even knew if he wanted to understand them. He knew what his fate will be now. Suddenly he heard the sounds of battle. He tried hard to move, but the best he could do was moving his head a bit. He could see that human troops were fighting in the distance. The hope rose in him. If they reach him... he did not wanted to wait that. Gathering the last remains of his power, he got up and began to run.
-That one is still alive! - he heard the inhuman voice from behind. He tried to run faster, but after a few steps he collapsed again. He was on the ground again, on the border of consciousness and unconsciousness. Suddenly something sharp hit his neck... and pain spread through his body. He whispered a goodbye to his family, and the world went dark. No sounds, no noises, no pictures. Nothing.
A huge explosion and it’s all follower effects. Air blast, loud noise, earth shake. Jessica knew these for a long time now. The cave was open again now, but she began to wonder that how long will it take to cave in again.
-Nice. Masterfully done - she Urad’s voice from behind.
-In this moment. But if you are too slow, you’ll stuck here forever... or as long as you can make it alive in here - she replied, and ran out. According to the noise, she was followed by all the dragons. No one was outside the cave. “The humans must have went on for another raid” Jessica thought. Oh well. She did not really wanted to get into another firefight. Not now.
-And now what? - a red dragoness - where will go now?-
Jessica had to admit that this was a good question indeed. But she had something what the dragons did not. She turned the outer speakers of her gear off, and activated the radio. After a second of beeping the device could get into contact with the Silver Star, and after another second she heard Vaszilij’s voice.
-This is Maiden. This is Maiden. Vampire, do you copy? - she said.
-This is Vampire. What’s your request? - she heard Vaszilij’s voice. It was hard to her to figure the sentence out, since the contact was really noisy.
-A deep cave or such. A hiding place - she replied, and soon a map appeared before her eyes on her gear’s vision field.
-A satellite-photo. Ciao. - she heard Vaszilij, and the radio fell into silence. She looked at the map for a little, and found a deep and hardly approachable cave. She decided to check it out. And the best of all, it was not far from here. She could make it there even with her jetpack.
-I think we better send scouts - she heard Urad.
-No need for them. Follow me, I have a good idea - Jessica interrupted him, and took off. She switched the jetpack to auto-control, and now it was flying towards the selected cave. Behind her came the little team of dragons.


5. Cold as space 
Kyla went straight after Edward, and the dragons followed them. Kyla could not stop wondering that how could the dragons move unspotted in the ship with their sizes...
-They won’t be seen by anyone unwanted - Edward said suddenly, just as he could see Kyla’s thoughts - my men have secured the path. We are only moving in safe area.-
-Clever - Kyla nodded - but what will you do with them? Put them into the cupboard?
-Hmm, only in case you have a cupboard big enough - Edward grinned. This made Kyla sure that he had exact plans, and he only kept them in secrecy. She did not really pushed to learn it... she had far enough of this for a while now.
-Where are we going to? - Ileh asked. Kyla waited this question for a long time now. However, even she had no idea... she also wanted to know their destination, but she did not wanted to ask it. She waited for a dragon to do it.
-Somewhere safe - Edward replied, and added - somewhere more safe than this.-
-And where would that be? - Kyla asked, as she realized that the dragons will never a straight answer from Edward.
-Into the bunker of the Communication Installation - she got the answer. Kyla began to wonder if it was really safe though. She even wondered if there were any safe places on the ship by that time. It was like hiding a doll in front of a hundred cameras. And she suddenly got the idea. Cameras. “That’s it!” she thought.
-That’s not the best place I can imagine - she said to Edward. Everyone looked at her, and Edward gave her a sharp look.
-And where would be better? - he asked on a deep tone.
-In the sleeping or dining quarters of my troops - Jessica replied.
-Why? - Edward asked, obviously being near to laugh.
-Think of it a little. How long could Marie play with them? She can only have absolute power over them if no one stands in her way. And as long as these dragons are in secrecy... - Kyla began to explain.
-... no one can stand in Marie’s way... and the reptiles are in danger. Being seen by big crowds could mean their safety you say. Very sensible... there is only one big problem with this. - Edward replied while nodding.
-What would that be? - Kyla asked on a surprised tone. It seemed to be far the best opinion to her.
-It is not my idea - Edward laughed - to the dining quarters then!
-To where? - Zertah asked. He did not knew of such places.
-Just follow me - Kyla said, and began to walk hastily towards the quarter-section of her troops.
The soldiers were eating as they always used to. Loudly and hastily. But as Zertah and Ileh entered the room, the silence became as deep as in a church. 
-Well, at least we learned a way how to reduce the noises during the eating - Edward whispered with a little laughter. Kyla simply ignored him. Her men’s reactions interested her much more.
They were simply thunderstruck. Everyone just kept looking at the dragons, and did not even move, nor say anything. The first sentence came after a minute, and it sounded like “Whee man! Are they real?”
-What do you expect?! - Zertah replied on quite an impolite voice. “Where they came from dragons are not such special beings” Kyla realized “Well, they will become ordinary even here after a while. In case they make it alive until that point.”
The answer of Zertah seemed to wake everyone up. Dozens of cameras appeared, and the dragons got millions of flashes as the soldiers began to make souvenirs of the “one-time-opportunity”. Everyone seemed to be really anxious to get at least one photo of them - except the dragons themselves, who were only nervous. They had no idea what was going around, and they did not know what to think of the blinding flashes. They did not say anything or did anything, just kept looking around nervously.
-From now on they will be the top topic on the ship - Edward whispered to Kyla - but what will we say to our soldiers? Where did these dragons come from?-
-The truth - Kyla replied - if our troops will know that these dragons came from the planet we are orbiting around, they won’t be likely to take part in an invasion against it.-
-Sensible - Edward nodded - now take the dragons away while I give some orders.-
-And what should I do with them!? - Kyla said furiously. Despite the things she has seen, she did not wanted to be too close for too long to the dragons.
-Anything. Learn what they dreamed about, and make them come true... do not forget that what we identify as “technical advancement” can be magic or such to them. Just keep their thoughts away from willing to know what they are in. - Edward explained slowly.
-So keep them away from learning that they are in the middle of a war they have never imagined - Kyla said on a deep and sad tone. She has also never imagined such a situation. And no one else did... expect Marie, as it seemed.
Kyla wanted to refuse this “offer”, but Edward did not waited for her reaction, and walked away. Kyla sighed. Now she had to do with she was told. She slowly walked to the dragons, who were still surrounded by a smaller crowd.
-Show’s over guys, come back next time - Kyla said to the soldiers with a smile - Come with me, please - she added to the dragons. Ileh and Zertah followed her without a noise. “They are really disciplined” Kyla thought while leading them “They did not even say a word. Or would have so deep faith in us? Would they even now believe that we mean no harm to them?”
Suddenly she realized that she was not followed anymore. Turning back she saw the two dragons staring at a large transparent titanium window. She walked back there, and she looked at the same direction. The twin moons of the planet looked back at her.
-The moons - Kyla said - a nice sight, isn’t it?
-It is indeed - Zertah said, and added with a sigh - like our dreams: beautiful and unreachable.-
-Unreachable? - Kyla murmured aloud with an evil grin - even I could get there in fifteen minutes.-
She only realized that she said this aloud when she looked at the two dragons - which were staring at her with greatly widened eyes. She began to wonder what wrong she said...
-You are just joking - Zertah said while turning away his face, and Ileh nodded.
-I am not. If you wish, you can be there in a day - Kyla replied hastily. This was the thing Edward mentioned him... this will make them not think of anything else for a while. And it will only cost them with the price of the fuel used by a shuttle on the way there and back.
-I can’t believe you. Even our bests could never reach the moon. It is untouchable. We know - Zertah said with a tone that made Kyla realize, that even the dragon wished to know that what he says is false. She realized that she was given a great opportunity to gain the dragons’ trust... she began to wonder if she really wished it though. To get the dragons to one of the moons of the planet she had to hijack a shuttle, or at least take it illegally. She also had to break the laws of shuttle flying, since she had no permission to fly too far from the docking bay - nor to land on any planet or moon surface. Taking the dragons away could have easily meant the end of her career. But something inside her kept telling her that she can also win much. She can gain real allies in the dragons, and who knows what they can know what the human society have never thought of. She decided to risk. Risk - everything she possessed.
-I have to show it to you then - Kyla said with a deep smile - follow me.-
She began to walk towards the hangar area. She knew that some of the people working there will be loyal to her enough so she can take a shuttle ship with gravity reactor. From there... it will only be the question of her luck.
Edward looked at the video screen. She could Kyla and the two dragons getting into one of the shuttles. He knew why they did that, since he has seen and heard everything via the audio-video system on the Silver Star.
-Do you think they will make it? - Tornhull asked - isn’t this too risky?-
-They will, fear not - Ryker replied in a slow and silent voice - my pilots and planes are guarding them, although they do not really know of that. They are flying safely. I wonder why we needed this this much though.
-The dragons and Kyla will trust each other. From there, it won’t be hard persuading more dragons follow us... all of us knows this is an opportunity we cannot leave. They can, and I believe, they worth this effort. We know that they are as intelligent as us, and with our help, we could make a second-humanity of them here on the Silver Star... if you know what I mean... another race and such.. - Edward explain on a stiff voice. He was beginning to feel really exhausted. He was awake and working for too long now... he had better gone to sleep finally.
-Sorry for asking, but what is going on with the commandos down on the planet? - Tornhull asked on a worrying voice.
-Come on, Michael. - Ryker said while he was looking at the ground - you know their chances. Or if you do not know them, you can imagine. Three commandos versus a whole planet? I can tell you what is happening to them. They are dead. Even now. They have to be.-
Tornhull sighed. He wondered why those soldiers had to be sent there. For what reason had three excellent fighter to die.
-Perhaps they are not dead - Edward shook his head slowly - but it does not matter anything to us. We have lost contact with them anyway... and our smallest problem is bigger than them. We are facing a war against Marie and all her troops... and meanwhile we have to ensure the safety of a few reptiles with the sizes of trucks. Any ideas how to do that?-


6. Warfare
Jessica was looking around in the cave she led the dragons into. It was quite big, and the entrance was well hidden enough so no one would start thinking of dragons being hiding in here... since no one would actually would ever find the cave itself. She smiled. Then she took a look at the dragons she saved. There weren’t a too many of them, only one or two dozen adult one. Jessica began to wonder if they used to be living in this small number forever, or this population-drop was only one consequence of the human hunting campaign. She could not answer, but she realized that her body strongly demands a little rest now. She walked to the cave’s wall and sat down... and her vision began to blur. She wanted to fight against the feeling which took her over, but she could not resist it. In two minutes, she fell asleep.
Vaszilij closed down the armor shard protecting the main computer. He finished the shuttle’s conversation... he was proud for himself. Not too many pilots could do this. Than he controlled the plane into a cave, and finally covered the whole thing with bushes. He smiled, and took his rifle, then left. He had exact co-ordinates to go after... and had orders to carry out. He hid his rifle beneath his jacket, and went on.
He was going for a hours... he used the rest of his supplies he brought with himself. He even began to wonder if his instruments were showing the right information... if not, then he was lost. And if he was lost... then he knew that he is dead. Without drink of food, without a place to go... he could survive for weeks, for months. Maybe for years. But how would anyone from the Silver Star rescue him? How would anyone above even know of him?
Going on more and more, he was beginning to get worse and worse feelings, darker and darker thoughts. After a while, he got assured that he was going on the wrong way - but he went on going forward. When he asked himself “Why that way?”, he answered “Because the other directions are no better”. For a soldier, for a pilot - for a special commando - this answer the admittance of the failure. It was the admittance of losing the grip over the events, of losing the grip over himself - of partially giving up. And giving up means defeat.
Vaszilij was heroically fighting with these thoughts. He tried his best to not give up... he had so much to do. So much to accomplish. He could not fail... he must not fail! And the thought came „”
After the ninth hour, the last bits of his remaining optimism left him. He was now preparing himself to the encounter of the greatest hunter.
And suddenly he saw a twin tower. A temple. A human village.
A new hope.
Jessica woke up with a yawn... she felt lucky for her gear these times also, since if the speaker system was off, nothing could be heard outside of the gear of what she said - or yawned. She slowly got up, and switched the speaker systems on. Then she looked around. All of the dragons were up, and the most of them were taking care of their children. Jessica wondered why were they hunted... they seemed to be friendly. Really friendly. Then she reminded herself that she is not here to judge - she is here to act. And where the mind takes the lead, the body rests. And she was a soldier anyway. She must not judge above things. She only had to act as her orders told her. A judging soldier is a dictator... and she did not wanted to be anything like that.
-And now what? - Nai asked her. The golden dragoness gave her a questioning look... however, she seemed to act strange somehow. Jessica wondered why she had this strange feeling... she had no reason to do. She was slowly analyzing the behavior of the dragoness, and she found nothing unusual in her according how she acted when she met Nai. Then she shook her head a bit inside the gear, and decided to not let this crazy thought take over her. However, she had no answer for the question. She came here to slow down and hold the human onslaughts with using a guerrilla tactic against them. But now she was safeguarding a pack of dragons... big difference. She even began to wonder if she was ready and capable to do this...
-Stay here. All of you. - she answered... then she wondered what to do now. She could not make this all alone. She needed help... Jessica knew that she could not ask the dragons defend themselves. That would be more than an ironic joke. She also could not ask the humans to stop and behave themselves. The only way left remained was to ask reinforcements from above, from the Silver Star... the only way left. Without their help, she could not secure this place - and perhaps even not be able to get the food and drink needed for the dragons.
-But it is not really safe! - Nai answered. Jessica noticed that how annoyed Nai suddenly became... she changed really much in a few moment.
-Here we will be found and - Nai began to speak so hastily that Jessica could hardly understand. But she knew what the dragoness wanted to say even before Nai could finish the sentence.
-You won’t be killed, I promise - Jessica said slowly, as she wanted the words sound more powerful - and you know I keep what I promise!
-I did not say you would not defend us! - Nai shouted. This reaction nearly shocked Jessica... Nai seemed to be getting so nervous as if she was fighting for her life. Jessica wondered why.
-Then why did you suggested moving on? - Jessica asked... she wanted to see clear. She wanted to learn what this was. She needed more sentences, more sights to analyze and to compare.
-I just... - Nai began to reply, but her voice faded after the first word. “She is getting to be out of her own control?” Jessica thought as she was looking at the dragoness.
-You have seen my power and abilities... you should know with how great forces I can deal with! - Jessica said slowly to Nai. The dragoness gave her a shocked look with widened eyes and opened mouth... both of them knew that the sentence truly meant You doubt in me. Nai kept looking at Jessica for a few more seconds, and then went back to Gerell. According to her movement, Jessica could see that her reply totally devastated Nai. Jessica would have really liked to know why did her answer result such a reaction. She expected Nai get angry or such for expecting such a thing of her. Not a retreat... Jessica sighed in herself. Perhaps it was her fault. Perhaps dragons think a much different way. She realized that she needed to learn more. Much more. Or else she will commit too serious mistakes...
-So you are the one who lead my mate and his remaining dragons here - Jess heard a voice from the left side of her. Looking there she saw a gold dragoness... but it was not Nai as Jess could notice. She had different eyes and voice.
-I must thank you for leading Urad here. You did a great job choosing our new hiding place... However, we nearly lost you since we did not know of the change of the destination - she said with a faint smile. Jessica began to wonder who the dragoness could be... Urad. After a moment of thinking she remembered that Urad was the kind of leader of these dragons. And his mate was talking to her. “I better behave myself. Remember, Jess: nothing which they can possibly understand as a rude thing” she thought. And wondered that what could be rude for a dragon...
-I only did what I had to do - Jessica replied. She even was telling the truth. Her order was to save them... not in this way though.
-Hmm, yes, you only did what you had to. - the dragoness said on a low voice. However, Jessica had a deep feeling that the dragoness was thinking the “had to do” thing in another way than she did it.
-Well, it is my pleasure to know you. You are always welcomed if you want to speak with me... just look for Fie. - the dragoness said, and walked away.
Jessica began to think. First of all, why did the dragons suddenly find her to be so important that so many of them wants to speak with her? And then why were they so polite? Why did they talk with her as if they were talking - with their new leader? „WHAT IS THIS?!” the question screamed in her mind. And she had no answer... she could only hope she will got one soon enough. But before that she had to secure the dragons... she turned the radio on. But she got no reply. Even if she called Bart or Vaszilij, the „reply” was deep silence... She hoped this does not means that only she was alive by then. She switched the radio off... she tried to calm down. Not to loose her head. She now had to take care of a whole dragon community, which was unable to do this for some reason. She had to face perhaps human armies to do this.... she had to face human tricks. She had to face humans. And she knew that sooner or later she will face a human opponent who not lacks the knowledge or ability needed to defeat her. So she had to make it as soon as possible... or else she will loose more than her mission. She can also loose her life. But she began to wonder if the two is the same or not...
-Pardon - she heard suddenly, and Gerell stood near her. Jessica realized that the dragon was there for a while now, only she did not took notice of him... she was too deep into her thoughts.
-Speak it out - Jess said. She was getting to be tired or the dragons, of their strange way of thinking, behavior, and of their silly questions. Her fears made her think in a bit different way.
-Halif wishes to see you - Gerell said.
-Halif? - Jessica asked back. She have never even heard this name before.
-Oh, excuse me. I forgot that you are not from us. He is the right hand of Urad... one of the most powerful mage dragons - Gerell said slowly.
-Oh. A minute, and I’ll go - Jessica said. She wanted to set the monitoring sensors of her gear set again, so she could notice anything what the mage dragon will do. Perhaps they really know how to use magic... or whatever they thought to be magic.
-I am sorry, but this can’t await. - Gerell said on a low and dark voice.
-Why? - Jessica asked again. She wondered what can be so important.
-Even his mate does not know of this, but Halif hasn’t got too much remaining here... come now. He wants to see you before he would finally leave this world. - Gerell replied, and Jessica realized that she was asked as a last will. She sighed. She expected a different situation. But she had no word about a dying’s last will, so she silently followed Gerell.
The green dragon led her into a smaller cave within the greater one. She looked around... she could not see anything, as it was too dark. She switched the infrared sensors on, and noticed a medium sized dragon lying a few steps far her on the ground.
-Halif, I suggest - Jessica said - I am here as you asked.
Suddenly she heard a word she could not understand. And all the systems in her gear began to malfunction... as if the whole system was lacking electricity. Jessica was about to panic, and suddenly fires lit the cave whilst her gear went back to normal. She wondered what this could have been. But now she could see the black dragon lying not far from her. It did not look really old, but Jessica wondered if she could notice the ageing of dragon.
-I have never thought I would live enough to see you - Halif spoke, but his voice was so lacking strength that Jessica could hardly understand. She wondered what to say... and anyway, what to do.
-Please, come closer... - Halif said to her, then added - Gerell, could you leave us alone for a second?
-Sure, magician. As you wish - Gerell replied with a faint smile, and left. Having no idea what else to do, Jessica walked closer to the black dragon.
-Touch my head - Halif spoke to her - between my eyes.
Jessica began to wonder why she had to do that... but last wills are last wills.
-Forgive me for what I do now... but I do not want to die. Not now. So many lives would still need me. So many ones would still need my knowledge and assistance - Halif said, and choke. He was obviously running out of the last remains of his power. Then he looked straight into Jessica’s eyes. Jessica could feel strange, and then before she could do anything, sudden pain rushed through her body. All her power left her so suddenly that she collapsed as a dead, old tree.
Jessica did not know where she is or what is she doing... suddenly pictures appeared before her eyes. She wondered if she awoke, but she was not in a cave. Nor was she with a dragon.
She was in the cockpit of a shuttle, and was in the middle of a space battle. She looked left, and suddenly saw another shuttle being blown into pieces by a defense cannon. She could hear the screaming of the anti-air laser projectiles, the chaos shouting from the radio... and she could sense the death around. It took Jessica a little time to realize that it was not reality.
It was a sight from her memory.
And more came, one after one.
Memories. Feelings. The true own of herself.
Life. Love.
Her father, mother... and the whole family together. How long before it was...
Happiness.
Her friends. The good old pal’s. It was just like as if it was yesterday.
Fear.
The feeling of flying among the millions of anti-air projectiles and cannons. Each fight... each battle... 
Each mission.
Sadness.
She suddenly remembered how she felt when Jakie was shot right before her... she felt hopeless. And worst in all, she could do nothing about it. Rage. She wished to kill all the ones who were guilty in this.
Battle.
Flaming spaceships and planes falling down. The flaming battleship of Norah. Explosions. Pain. And...
Death.
Only the dark silence...
Jessica awoke with a loud grasping. She could fear the closeness of death. She was near to die. She began to sweat, and looked around nervously... then this feeling disappeared. She realized that she was in safe... at the moment. But there was a strange feeling in her mind she could not deny... she looked at the black dragon. It was completely still, and looked to be weary. She switched on her infrared goggles, and noticed that the body was cooling down. „He died... a pity” she thought with some sadness. But no sadness could clear the sense of death from her mind.
„Thanks” suddenly she heard Halif. Jessica jumped up and looked around so quick that she was near to get dizzy.
„Do not waste our time looking around... you will not see me as you can’t see yourself. But you have better told me that you are a human. We could have both perished!” she heard Halif. She did not know how to reply, as she did not know where the words came from. The dragon died before her...!
„I am not dead... we only became one. I transported all my memories, feelings, emotions... so my whole entity into your mind... Jessica Oserbun. Now you are not only yourself, but Halif in one” she heard the dragon’s voice again. She began to have a really annoying thought.
„So... you are now in my mind?” she thought.
„I am” Halif replied, and Jessica could feel as the dragon nodded „but fear not. I will not be in your way. I would only like to help you... however, I got shocked also.”
„Why? Was it strange to be in some else’s body?” Jessica asked with a little irony.
„I thought you to be a dragon. I thought the savior will be a dragon like the ones he saves... and the next surprise came when I took a look at your world. Amazing. I would have never ever thought that such things can exist” Halif spoke a bit hastily... his voice seemed to be stimulated.
„How do you know anything of my world?” Jessica thought suddenly. Was there someone before her? Another spaceship like the Silver Star? And more soldiers... who left for some reason? Or... perhaps... died here?
„No, you are the first who I know of... by the way, just to tell you - we can ready each other’s thoughts. So... I know of your world from your memories” the dragon replied.
„So... that whole flashback was nothing more than scanning my brain through?!” Jessica thought with anger.
„Calm down. That was not caused by me. I was only looking at it, but did not cause it” Halif said slowly. 
„They why did it happen? Did you do something wrong?” Jessica asked. Her anger changed into fear in a moment.
„Because it was a too close situation. My body died in the moment I could finally get safety into... hmm, you. But both of us could still feel death, even though my body should have been in no contact with us. This shock would have meant no problem if you were a dragon - but you are not.” Halif wondered.
„But why did I only see my memories? I saw no dragon memories” Jessica replied. She was suspecting a mistake.
„Because only your mind got shocked enough to get a flashback... it is unusual to happen for dragons. We usually do not get shocked enough to do, or if we get, we usually die before it could happen... I think” Halif said, and added „I don’t know since I did not die before.”
„And now... I am... a dragon?” Jessica thought astonished.
„Yes, you are. Half-dragon. Fear not... I will try to be a helpful partner all along.” Halif said, and suddenly Jessica found herself smiling.
„Okay, okay, I copy.” Jessica thought, and suddenly she heard -What...!
It was not Halif as she could recognize. She realized that her eyes was closed... she did not really took notice of her real body for a few moments. Opening her eyes she saw Gerell standing above the dead body of the black dragon.
-Halif... we knew that he was not feeling well for the last days... but to admit, we would have liked him to stay with us. - Gerell said on a strange tone. Jessica began to wonder if the dragon was near to cry.
„Do not tell them anything of my survival in you... they would not believe you. No one did such things before, and without my power and endurance will never ever anyone repeat this” Halif warned her. But Jessica had no time to reply, a black dragoness came in. Jessica gave her a long look... she could remember seeing her once somewhere. But where...?
„I have seen her, not you” Halif spoke in her „she is... she is...”
„She is Esaz, your mate” Jessica thought, and astonished. She did not had to concentrate to speak the name out. It came by instinct.
„Yes. See? My memory is yours, your memory is mine also. A simple sharing” Halif said, then added „I wish there was a way to tell her that I am still alive within this form.”
„Perhaps we could tell her” Jessica wondered.
„Nah, that wouldn’t work. Who believe in a human inside a battle gear?” Halif replied on a sad voice.
„They consider me as a dragon” Jessica said hastily.
„They indeed do. But still would they not believe you. Continue with your mission. Saving my brethren is more important than my life. I will be able to get into touch with Esaz later also. In case she survives the coming few days or weeks” Halif explained.
Jessica slightly nodded.
Esaz walked to Halif’s dead body... and began to cry. Knowing that she deeply loved and now will miss Halif was not a new fact to Jessica - she knew that from Halif’s memory. However, it was still an unusual and weird thing for her to use another being’s mind. She somehow disliked that.
-He is dead, Esaz - Gerell said - come. Crying won’t bring him back.
-I know - snored Esaz - but what do you expect me to do? Doing anything will not bring him back.
-Perhaps not, perhaps yes - Jessica said. She wondered discharging the battle gear’s electricity into the dead body, so the shock could perhaps function as a defibrillator.
„And then what? My dragon body is too weak to live on. Even if you could awoke it, it would die again in a few days. Plus it now has no essence. I am here in your mind. What would make it to live?” Halif told her. She had to agree.
-What do you mean? - Esaz asked anxiously.
-Erm... I was just thinking aloud. But I don’t think it would work. The body is just too big - Jessica said... her heart was beating as if it was mad. This question took her with surprise for some reason. She wondered why she did not thought about this. She did not used to not think forward...
-But you could at least try! - Esaz bagged. Jessica had no reply for this answer. She ran into a trap - which she lied accidentally.
„Act something!” Halif suggested.
But before Jessica could move, Fie ran into the cave.
„What a heavy traffic today... I wonder why it was so silent while I was alive!!” Halif murmured.
-Was it the size which meant problem? - Fie asked hastily. Everyone suddenly realized that she was overhearing the whole scene.
-Well, yes. - Jessica nodded. She could not stop thinking how to elude from this situation now...
-And would you have any problem with a hatchling? - Fie asked again. Jessica felt as if she was thrown into a deeper water. She could hardly find any reason for the rejection now. From trap - to another trap.
„If only we knew how to defibrillate anyone!! And we would have a defibrillator! A REAL one.” Halif wondered.
„Perhaps it works differently on dragons. Perhaps a simple shock will be enough” Jessica said, and got no reply. She could only hope she will not bring big trouble to herself. Not if she was not in a big trouble already...
-Esaz, could I...? - Fie asked. Esaz looked to be broken for a few moments... the she smiled and nodded.
-If reviving a hatchling would have better chance than my Halif... then... yes - the black dragoness said.
Now Jessica could do nothing than run after Fie, who did not seem to care with Jessica lacking the speed to follow her.
They arrived to the dead little being in a half minute. Jessica looked at it... it had a very similar look-like to Fie.
„This is the son of Urad and Fie!!” Halif said with a little surprise in his voice „Be cautious with what you do to him!”
„Some more better news?” Jessica asked. She pushed a button and the gear began to charge energy up.
-For how long is he dead? - Jessica asked.
-For a few ruhs - Fie replied.
„Ruh???” Jessica thought.
„Browse in my memory now! I am tired of answering. By the way... ruh is quite similar to your minute” Halif replied. Jessica sighed... a few minutes. She wondered what the deadline of reviving a dragon could have been.
-Do you think you can bring him back to life? - Fie asked anxiously and hastily.
-I should, but I do not know for sure - Jessica replied, and took the battery into her hand. She hoped it will act as she wanted it to do...
-And do you think he could be a greater leader than Urad if he will live again? - Fie asked on a more insisted voice. Jessica wondered how could she ask such things.
„SHOUT NO!” Halif shouted inside her, but he reacted too late as Jess was faster.
-Why not? Yesn - Jessica said. She wanted to say „no” at the end as Halif wanted to, but she already said the other answer.
„I will tell you why was your answer bad... now do what you can for him!” Halif said. Jessica held the battery strong... and touched it to the scales of the little body. The hatchling sprained a big... Fie looked astonished. Jessica had no idea if she could make it... she touched the neck of the little dragon, and she could feel no pulse in the veins. „Electricity was a bad idea” she realized, and decided to do the oldest trick she learned. She put both her hands onto the dragon’s chest, and began to push it systematically. She was doing it with so concentration that after a while she even forget to count the time spent with it...
„You are pushing him for a few minutes now... would you finally leave him rest in piece now?” Halif asked, and Jess agreed with him. She stopped to push the hatchling’s chest, and checked its pulse for sure. What astonished her is that she could feel something. She wondered if it was only the gear’s glove or the blood moving in the veins... when the dragon cried up on a silent voice.
„I can’t believe it!! Your lucky day, ma'am’!” Halif said.
„Neither can I believe.... and if this is luck... what will be misfortune?” Jessica replied.
Looking at Fie Jessica realized that she also expect the other outcome. The dragoness slowly walked to the little dragon, and licked it a few times. The she rose her head and shook it.
-I don’t know who are you and where did you come from, but you brought my son back to life. I owe you something I can never really repay... - Fie said.
„And now will YOU have to take care of the hatchling. Neat a return, isn’t it?” Halif said on a low voice.
„WHAT?!” Jessica asked. This sentence took her breath.
„It was in a prophecy what in most dragons believe. The chosen will come and do miracles - and he will raise up a dragon who will be the best leader all the dragons have seen” Halif explained.
„Ah. I see. I revived him, so it is a miracle - and so I am the chosen. And now will I have to raise him up...” Jessica said sadly. She had many things to do.. and now she had a dragon to take care of? Better and better!
„Well, do not blame Fie. You said that this new dragon will be better than Urad. Who seems to be our best leader at this point.” Halif replied.
-Well, he is alive... I am so happy to know. What do you he should be called? - Fie asked.
Jessica wondered... she had no good name. Nor she knew any dragon name. And even Halif seemed to wait in silence. Then suddenly Jessica got a good idea. The name of her first spaceship... Storm. This was the first thing which took her to the sky. And she had no better idea....
-Storm - Jessica replied.
-Alright... then I now place him under your patronage. Take care of him... but with such a mentor I doubt he won’t one of the greatest dragons ever existed - Fie said with a sad smile, and left. Suddenly Jessica had a strange feeling... switching to infrared mode she realized that they were watched by Urad all along. And for some reason she found this to be usual. Perhaps she was too tired. She did not ever dared to think that Halif was trying to control her...
„At least he now assured of his son becoming the next leader” Halif said, then added „Do not bother me now for a while. I am off to watch the memories of my new, other own... bye.”
Jessica wanted to reply, but she could feel that Halif turned away. And she did not seem to be able to communicate with the mage when Halif did not wanted to - he was just too experienced compared to her. Having no other ideas what to do, she took the hatchling into her arm, and sat down. She was feeling empty... too many things happened to her too fast. She needed a little time to understand all this.


7. The first spark
The shuttle landed with a silent bang on the surface. Kyla did a last check on the ship systems, and then activated the magnetic systems which kept the oxygen around the ship when she opened the doors. The systems activated with a faint whirling sound, and a blue globe began to surround the ship.
-You can now safely jump out... but do not go out from the globe - she said to the two dragons standing behind her.
-Why? - Zertah asked.
-A moon is not a good place to live on. Rather to say it is really cruel... leaving the safety will mean instant death even to you - Kyla said while she was looking at the system description monitor. She pushed the button with the „D” sign on it, and the door opened with a large banging. Zertah and Ileh looked out from the ship... and then they began to walk on the surface. They could not fly since the globe was too small to let them do this, but they could look around. As she finished automating the ship, Kyla followed them.
-See the big blue circle? That is your home world. This is how it looks from the moon - Kyla said to them, and noticed that dragons staring at the planet.
-Drakan? Nah... it is a way different. It is not that blue - Zertah said.
-The blue color is due to the water on the planet surface... it only looks this blue because it is really far, and you can only see the oceans so clearly - Kyla replied with a faint smile.
-How far is it? - Ileh asked suddenly. Kyla wondered if the dragoness thought of flying back...
-Further than the distance you ever flew in your in your life... and do not forget that you cannot leave this blue globe - Kyla said.
-How many time would it take to fly back? - Ileh asked, and Kyla got assured around the thoughts of the dragoness. However, she did not knew the answer. She did not knew the speed of a dragon, neither the distance...
-Years likely - Kyla guessed.
-So this why has no one before us reached it... expect you. I must say that I am amused, human. Although I am the first dragon walking on the moon of our skies, I cannot stop thinking how easy and ordinary thing is for you to do! - Zertah said with some sadness in his voice.
-Do not call me ‘human’, rather Kyla. And if you accept to help me... to ally with me, all I know can be yours also. We could share all we know - Kyla said, and tried to put as many optimism into her voice as she could.
-Why would your mates do such things, Kyla? Why would you need someone’s assistance who can not reach even this moon... neither even defend himself?! This would make no sense - Zertah said on a dark voice with closed eyes. Kyla realized that perhaps she has gone too far in showing the technical of the Silver Star. Or too fast... she perhaps did the opposite she wanted to. She realized that she was near to make puppets from the dragons.
-Because we want to keep on being strong. And for this we need you. Believe me... why would I waste my time with you pointlessly? - Kyla asked toothy grin. Zertah sighed.
-And what would we need to do? - Ileh asked.
-Nothing. First you will have to get used to living with us... in a metallic world. First it will be unusual and hard, but believe me - you will get used to it soon - Kyla said, and both dragons nodded.
-Perhaps we better go back now... my hatchlings should be waiting me by now - Ileh wondered, and Kyla nodded. They walked back into the shuttle, which took off soon, and headed back to the Silver Star.
On the Silver Star Kyla led the dragons back to their children, and closed the door on them. She wondered if they will be alright in a locked room, but the she answered „they have to be” to herself. She knew that this was the best decision, as the room was totally secure - and Marie had no access to it all, which suddenly became the best reason of all. After she typed in the security code, she turned away and began to walk towards the sleeping quarters. She was totally exhausted. But as she reached the quarters, she got a bad surprise. Black Hawk troops were guarding the entrance. She wanted to turn back, but suddenly a black hawk blocked her away.
-You are not authorized to be in here! - it shouted.
-I am!! This is MY quarter! - Kyla shouted back.
-Not any longer. You are now under arrest - the man replied, and wanted to take his gun, when he suddenly collapsed. Kyla had no time to react, as she was suddenly pushed away by a jumping man. In the next moment automatic guns began to shout. Crouching up Kyla realized that who saved her was one commando of her Devilkin special force.
-How bad is the situation? - Kyla shouted to the commando near her. She could hear her own words due to the big noise of the firefight.
-We gonna eat them, madam! - the commando shouted back, and shot a few shots. Aimlessly, as Kyla guessed. She sighed... what now? She did not really wanted to get shot here... she had better ended this fight fast. She was a member of the CMC she realized, and thought that she better do something pretty. Perhaps just to show her troops that she is not CMC member for nothing.
Suddenly she got an idea. She took the commando’s missile launcher which was laying behind him. She took the launcher’s mini computer’s cover-plate down, and began to reprogram it. She did it a few times, so she was going fast. She only had to reprogram the missile’s seeker head’s seeking unit. She was just wondering which cable to attach to the yellow one, when suddenly a big blast was to be heard, and the floor shook.
-Blast them before the whole ship falls apart!! - someone shouted, and soon a loud laughter followed. Kyla tied the last two wires to each other, and suddenly the launcher beeped. „Ready” she thought. She knew that the missile will now home on any laser sign it can detect.
-Point your laser sensor at them - Kyla said to the commando who was crouching before her. As it was done, she released a missile. The whole fight ended with a big explosion.
-What was this? - Kyla asked.
-Some shooting - a laughing commando replied. Kyla gave her a dark look.
-Marie seems to wish the most important routes and places under her control - a taller commando replied.
-The little... - Kyla began to speak, but she suddenly realized that she better behave herself.
-What now, madam? - a commando asked her again.
-Secure this area. And send messages to the other teams as well. Secure ALL the areas having main roles. I will get reinforcements soon - Kyla replied, and began to run towards the command chapel. She had to warn Ryker and Edward. Going there she wondered if Ryker was truly standing on their side... however, she also decided to not really doubt in him. No matter if he was truly loyal or not, they needed the power of his pilots and air squadrons to overcome Marie. They just needed him. Seriously.
She arrived to the chapel in a good minute, as it was not far from her quarter. She opened the door, and found the other CMC members inside.
-It has begun!! - she shouted.
-What has begun? - Edward asked back.
-The war! Marie sent out Black Hawk troops to secure the quarters nearby!! It has -- she wanted to speak, but she was suddenly interrupted by Edward.
-Are you sure? - the communications lieutenant asked on an unusually dark voice of him.
-I was nearly shot through!! Is this not a sure fact enough?! - Kyla replied, rather shouted.
-Okay, calm down. - Ryker said, and took the radio.
-Gold Wing, this is Ryker Gaspar talking. Take off immediately, and secure the main landing bays and cargo hangars. No shuttles or anything which flies going in or out. Clear? - he said.
-Message received. Securing main landing bays and cargo hangars. Gold Wing taking off. Leader over and out - a voice replied. Ryker entered the new transmission settings, and began to talk again.
-Azure Wing, this is Ryker. Take off and engage the Black Eagle squadron. Call them to turn back and to return here.
-And what if they refuse to do? - a voice asked from the radio.
-I authorize you to use your weapons if needed - Ryker said.
-Roger. Azure Wing engaging Black Eagle squadron. Taking up new position, Sir. Azure Leader over and out!
-It is done now - Ryker said after he switched off the machine - Marie moved first, now we react.
-What will happen now? - Edward asked.
-We will rule the air for sure. Not even the Black Eagles can handle the Azure Wing... those pilots are the best. I also do not worry or the Gold Wing... they were practicing this for months now - Ryker said calmly.
-For months did you say?! - Kyla suddenly asked. The whole thing was going for days!! „For us” she realized.
-For months. Since the first reports of a ‘dragon-like creature’ and ‘suspected human activity’ arrived. You might have not known of these... I could only heard of it with the help of my spies in the Black Eagle Scout Division. Why I did not tell you then? I could not risk letting Marie know that I have a built-in member in her special squad - Ryker said.
-Nice - Edward nodded - so Marie was preparing for this also for months?
-Yes, but I know more or less exact things of her plans - Ryker said - expect one thing. There are many mentions for the ‘Justice Device’ and for a ‘Razorwing’ in connection with this. However, my team could not figure out what would these mean.
-Does not really matter, I think - Kyla wondered - we have many better things to do than wonder on maybe false messages. There is a war going on, and we also would have things to do on a planet below us. My commandos could take care of anything, but they can’t be in two place in the same time.
-The planet seems to be fine so far. I do not think that— Edward said, but he was interrupted by the radio.
-Sir! Urgent alert! Code Red! Code Red! - someone shouted from the radio.
-What is it? - Ryker asked, as the radio was set for his troops’ settings.
-Shuttles breached through the blockade, Sir! Dozens of heavily armed shuttles heading towards the planet! Fighters report heavy losses, and they ask for authorization to re-order and then persuade the shuttles, Sir!
-Hunt them down! All of them! - Ryker shouted.
-The first failure - Edward whispered, but both Ryker and Kyla could hear it.
-Yes, it is - Ryker nodded slowly - so what now? If Marie wants a war below, she will do it. And then will we in big trouble if she starts to mess on the planet also.
-She won’t have a chance to mess with anything - Kyla replied - if your fighters can turn back the shuttles or at least hold them up... or in the last and worst situation, hold the Marie’s ground forces’ moving up.
-Why would that help us? - Edward asked. His voice seemed to be tired... Kyla had a deep guess that he thought for a better start.
-We could turn the planet’s inhabitants against Marie... do not forget that the dragons here are now our allies, not Marie’s. In case we would give them a minimal training and some equipment, they could perhaps help our forces by negotiating with their own kind - Kyla replied with a slight smile.
-Would they ever agree? - Ryker asked with narrowed eyes.
-They will, if we can give them what they want. We must make them believe that our only aim is to help them... they are clever, but they are naive also, as I could see. With our technological advancement, we should have no problem gaining their trust. And I could make it easily now... all I would need is a little help from you, guys - Kyla said with a toothy grin now.
-Well, I have to agree since this is our only chance left as we do not have any stronger ground force yet... but keep some base principles in mind. It might be easy to convince them this time, but think of the longer results of your deeds also. We do not need puppets... we have enough puppets here already - Ryker said.
-I will - Kyla nodded, and left the room.
-What can happen now? - Edward asked after the door closed.
-I cannot predict it any longer. We will surely gain victory on the Silver Star, but this does not calms me down. I can’t stop thinking what Marie wants with these dragons.... what could be more valuable to her than this space cruiser? What can be so important on that planet? - Ryker asked. His voice was cold and stiff.
-I hope you will find it out before being too late - Edward said and gave Ryker a smile.
-Worry not... since you will have to find it out, communication-specialist. Go and listen their radio messages... perhaps you will find something important - Ryker said.
Edward took a long look at Ryker, and then left. Both of them were thinking that what more can come now...


8. „Enemy in sight!”
Jessica awoke with a yawn. She only now realized that felt asleep. She wanted to get up, when she suddenly noticed the hatchling in her arms. Due to this and to her tiredness, she decided to keep sitting. She wondered what could Halif be doing by now, but she could not seem to be able to communicate with him. She wondered if the dragon was simply refusing him, or was she watched. But after a little time spent thinking of this, she decided to take no care of him, whatever the dragon was doing in her mind. She could not do anything with him though... but wondering of the dragon she recalled the scene when he cast that spell.... her gear went off for some reason. She wondered why. She quickly switched the self-check systems on, and opened the log file. She began to browse the system’s information page, when she realized that the only problem of the gear was having insufficient energy to work... while something external drained the energy. Jessica was shocked a bit... she never believed in dragons, and now, here they are. She never even also believed in magic... now she really felt the effects of it. But this electricity-drain thing really confused her... she wondered if this „magic” is nothing more than draining the energy from the vicinity, and then changing it... She had no idea how to do that though. She sighed... and decided to take a trip outside the cave. She slowly placed Storm into the floor of the cave, and was about to leave, when she had a good idea. She took the second shield device from her gear out with it’s batteries, and placed it under the small dragon. Then Jessica walked a few steps far, and activated the device. Soon a blue globe surrounded the hatchling. Jessica smiled, and then left.


Soon she was out from the cave. The dragons asked nothing of her, as the most of them were sleeping, and the other part seemed to keep the distance from her. Jessica wondered what they thought of her... she was noticed as a hero, and not as a witch. However, she left the cave alive, and only this mattered to her. It was night outside. She activated the jetpack, and flew off. But before her leaving, she put two proximity sensors to be sure that no one goes in our out without she knowing of it. Then she left into dark sky...


She did not even to try to think of what happened to her lately. Her brain was rejecting to accept the sight of the so-called mythical things... such as dragons, or magic. This was just too much for her. She sighed... she knew that the more she wanted to learn or understand from this world the only more she got confused. She gave up after the first few tries, and decided to land near a little river. She was tired... and wearing this uncomfortable gear was getting to be more than annoying to her. She decided to have a break. She decided to be Jess again... even if only for minutes.

After landing she quickly got out from the gear. She felt as if she was freed from a prison. She took of her clothes also, and jumped into the water. The cold water refreshed her, and she was feeling great. She wished she had nothing else to do than bath here... no dragons, no humans, no magic, no gear, no mission. Nothing.


 

 

Vaszilij quickly moved towards the towers. He could hardly make it as he was really exhausted, but the new hope gave him power... the power to go on. To survive. After a few minutes he could see the city walls. He laughed up. Safety.


All the people stared at him as he walked into the town. He could quickly realize that his clothes were not exactly what people here wore, but he could do nothing about it.

-Hey, are you the new clown? - someone asked him with a loud laughter.

Vaszilij did not answer... he did not wanted to provoke anyone. He had to only care of his mission, and about no more. But after the first half hour in the city, he began to loose his hope again. The city was bigger than he expected it to be... he got lost in the maze of the narrow streets. And he was still hungry and thirsty. With his last hope and perhaps sane mind, he knocked the door of a temple.

-What do you need, my son? - a priest opened the door.

Vaszilij tried to open his mouth and reply, but he could not. His body did not accept his minds commands anymore.

-Are you all right, my son? - the priest asked. Vaszilij realized that he must have not looked to be all right... he gathered all his power to reply, but he could not make. Rather the world went dark around him...


 

 

Jessica was about to put up her clothes and gear back. She was exhausted, but at least happy. She did not had to play any role for a while, and that was better than anything she could imagine.

„Bathing a bit, do we?” suddenly she heard Halif. Even though she knew that the dragon was only ‘speaking’ to her from her own mind, she would have liked to turn back to see if he was there.

„You do not seem to bother yourself to help too much” Jessica told the dragon „so I would really appreciate if you would not disturb me. I do not care if you inhabit a part of my mind - but I do mind if that part is too loud!!”

She was nearly shouting at Halif at the end of the sentence. She was really pissed off at the dragon. She felt humiliated since Halif has got into her mind without her permission, and Halif even seemed to not really bother himself to help her. She got tired of him.

After that sentence Jess could sense no sign of Halif... she sighed. She perhaps got the rid of him. She did not know if she really wanted that though.

„I... I am sorry... please, forgive me, but” Halif would began to apologize, but he was interrupted by Jessica.

„You are sorry!! I bet! Sorry! You! I do not care if you humiliate me in as many ways as you can, but do not try to lie to me!!!” she told the dragon on such a sharp and strong voice she could force out from herself.

After this she could not sense Halif again. She sat down, and concentrated... she waited his next try. The next battle. But it did not erupted... she only waited and waited. Longer and longer. Finally she sighed... she wondered if the dragon finally understood her demands. But for some reason she did not enjoy this victory... above Halif...? or above herself? She could not decide which was true. She stood up and began to walk towards her clothes lay on the ground to pick them up, when suddenly got a strong headache. She even lost her stability, and her vision blurred... she groaned as she fell on the ground. She suddenly had a deep guess that Halif was messing with something... but how could she see what the dragon was up to? She slowly sat up. She decided not to give up. She was not a medic for nothing. She closed her eyes, and concentrated as strong as she could. She was given some mental training, and she hoped that these little tricks will be enough against a such powerful spell.


She was trying to see the difference in her thoughts... but she did not know what to compare to. She was looking for something she has never seen... or now could not remember. She sighed... then got an idea. „Perhaps I should do what Halif did” she thought, and began to browse the memories which were not hers. Bit by bit she tried to discover the area in her mind which did not belong to herself... and suddenly found something. A picture of Esaz. She sighed... at least she now knew that Halif had feelings. She could feel what the dragon felt. She could not wonder about this for too long though. Suddenly both the picture and the emotions disappeared. She wondered what did she do wrong... and tried to go on, to look for more. She suddenly got surprised. She could not find anything. As if Halif was nowhere. She shook her head... she could not find him.

And then she got a disturbing thought.

What if Halif simply disappeared...?


She was near to panic. Whatever Halif did, she did not really wanted to kill him, neither banish him. Now she realized that the two was more or less the same... moment by moment she got more and more assured that Halif was history now. Her heart refused to accept this... she felt herself guilty. She should have listened to one of those two sentences. It would have cost nothing. Now she regretted shouting at him... now she felt ashamed for that. She sighed deeply. She had no idea what to do... she felt helpless.


„My memory is his, his memory is mine” Jessica reminded herself. However, this sentence was now not much more than a group of empty words. It had no meaning as Halif was now not present. However, Jessica did not wanted to accept this. She decided to do a last try to bring something back of Halif. She knew a method which was designed to help them remember each moment of their training... now she tried to recall Halif. Or something of him... memories, sounds, emotions. Anything.


She was trying to do this for a half an hour, but she could achieve nothing. She was near to give up, when she found something. Something which she found not to be hers. It seemed to be a picture of the past... she tried to look at it harder. It was Esaz again... the same picture. She smiled slightly. The first victory, even if it was a minor achievement. Now she tried harder to recall more things... and she suddenly noticed the thousands of ‘outsider’ memories. The things she searched for. However, they did not pass to each other... they did not form a group. Something was still missing, and Jessica wondered what could that be. Then she realized the answer, which was really simple and convienient. The main part was missing only. Only Halif was nowhere.


As sweet the first achievement was, was as bittersweet this realization. Jessica realized that she was only getting nearer and nearer, but still she was nowhere. She tried to recall Halif... she tried stronger and stronger, but no reply came. She sighed... she tried to concentrate as deep as she could. She went on until her arm began to ache. She sighed. It was all over. She did a fatal mistake... she could hardly hold back her tears. She did not wanted this. Not this...

Forgetting about her clothes, she wanted to take the gear up. However, it did not seemed to fit her aching arm. She shook her head. Nothing seemed to go right that day. She pushed her hand once again into the gear’s arm, but it did not fit again. She took an angry look at her arm, and burst out in a scream.


It was not her arm... „it can not be!!” she thought desperately. The nails were long and thick, and the skin was darkened. She was trying to find a reason for this... but she could not. Her head was aching after the long and unsuccessful search for Halif. She did not wanted to use her head again tonight... so she decided to took another look at her arm. She wondered what could be happening to her... something kept telling her that this in connection with Halif. She sighed and shook her head. She could not do anything else. She sat down again, and tried to find the black dragon once more. But she could not. Nothing seemed to work... when she suddenly spotted something. Something... black. She wanted to take a closer look... she was astonished. She found him.

It was Halif himself.

However, something was not right as Jessica could see. Halif was not reacting to any of her moves... he was still. And seemed to be totally defenseless. This worried Jess more. Halif seemed to be strong for all the time she knew him. But now... she could freely do anything with him, he did not seemed to be bothered. Jessica wondered what could be happening...

She wondered if Halif is alive, or is this only a sad reminder of his former self. She could get no answer... so she decided to do a final push. She tried to awoke the dragon as hard as she could. Nothing happened for a second. And in the next moment she could feel herself dying... her whole body was aching. She wanted to scream, but it did not work. She could do nothing else apart from hoping for a quick end...

But she did not die.

She got up slowly, and walked back to the river. She was feeling awful. However, she did not found this pain be against her own will... she thought of it as a payment for her selfish deed. She caused it all... now she had to pay. Tooth for tooth, eye for eye... perhaps life for life.

She arrived to the river. She looked into it... and was near to loose conscience.

Halif was looking back on her.


She tried to calm herself down. If she thought that she had enough for tonight on her arrival, then now she was tuckered out totally. She tried to find a logical reason for this. And what most surprised her, she found one.

When she found and tried to awoke Halif the first time, she could not find him totally... but she was trying to hard. With Halif’s mind in presence, this did not work out as she wanted it to do. She did not even found Halif - but changed herself into him. She accidentally cast one of Halif’s spells! Now she only had to do change herself back... Suddenly she sensed Halif. Perhaps this event surprised even him.

„Halif? Do you hear me?” Jessica asked. No reply came... she tried two more times, but only the mute silence was the answer. She decided to change tactic... she reminded herself the picture of Esaz. She hoped that Halif was truly having emotions...

„Halif, if you do not come, you will never see her again!” Jessica said, and tried to forget this part of her memory. Soon the picture began to twist and to fade.

„No...! What do you want from me then?! I tried everything you could desire... you don’t want me to be. It is okay, I can imagine your situation. But then leave me to perish in silence...! Do not hurt me furthermore” Halif replied slowly. Although the answer was not really what she wanted to hear, Jessica was happy to hear Halif. At least he was alive... more than nothing.

„I do not want you be dead now... you should know how hot-tempered I am. You should know I would never ask for such a thing” Jessica thought. She knew that Halif now hears her.

„I don’t want to know anything. Not anymore... I just want to be what I truly am. A dead dragon” Halif replied on a dark voice.

„You are not dead. You are talking to me... you are indeed alive” Jessica said.

„Oh yes. I don’t have a body of my own... and I am nothing more than an undesired intruder in the body which I am in” Halif replied on a sad voice.

„Both of us knows this not true!” Jessica shouted. But she quickly calmed down... she now really knew the hazards of raging.

„No. Both of us knows that you lie to yourself” Halif said.

„I may, but I am now willing to give you a chance... and would YOU refuse me? This is ridiculous!” Jessica said.

„I do not need any chances. Not now. I wanted to trick the rule of life and death, but now I see that I desired more than I can do. I will not bother you anymore” Halif said, and Jessica could feel that he faded again. She realized that she has a very short time now remaining... she had to act quick. And she got a good idea.

„I don’t know to be happy or not to see you being this confident... however, I’d really like to hear Esaz also about this topic” Jessica said... the mention of Esaz was the last and most powerful card of her.

„Esaz...?” Halif asked on a wondering voice. Jessica had a deep guess that she is on the right track.

„Yes... but oh well. You can go if you wish it so deeply” she replied.

„Wait... I...” Halif began to say something, but Jessica could feel as even his thoughts were lost. Halif could not even think... he was having a serious dilemma.

„What do you want to do?” Jessica rushed Halif. She knew that faster Halif has to decide, the stronger will his emotions lead him.

„I... I accept your terms” Halif said.

„I made no terms. You made the terms for yourself” Jessica said slowly. She was calming down since she has already won.

„I? Made terms?!” Halif said. Jessica could feel the dragon getting angered... he even forget to hide himself from Jess now.

„You did... I only wanted to ask you to behave yourself. Anything besides that is not my creation” Jessica replied.

„True... could we make a deal then?” Halif asked. Jessica decided to be friendly with him... she did not wanted to risk breaking Halif again.

„What deal do you suppose?” she asked.

„Could we be dragon sometimes and human sometimes? The leader would be who controls the body more, and the other would need to help him... or her” Halif added. Jessica found this to be her liking... it seemed to be fair. She could expect both of them not break this.

„I agree” she said.

„Right! I drive now then” Halif said. Jessica made no reply... she could not decide if she was happy to finally have nothing to do, or to be sad to have lost her own body.

„Where are we going to?” she asked suddenly, while they were flying.

„Visiting Esaz... I miss her so much” Halif replied, and decreased his altitude. Soon they were heading towards a clearing in a forest. Jessica could see the black dragoness sleeping on it... she wondered how she got out from the cave without triggering the sensors. Halif landed behind Esaz without a noise, and sneaked closer.

-Who do you wait for here? - Halif asked suddenly... Esaz turned back, and Jessica noticed that the dragoness was near to faint.

-Halif!!! - Esaz could only say, and hugged Halif over - I was so worried... but I knew you did not die. Come, we better go back into the cave yet.

-I fear that it is not this easy... look, Esaz. I cannot go back there... consider me as a being only living in your eyes - Halif said with a slight grin.

-Even though I do not understand you, I obey you... as you want me to do - Esaz said with a toothy grin - but now I would like to ask one thing.

-Whatever you wish - Halif said, and Jessica decided to not notice anything... she was not really interested in anyone’s private life.


 

 

Vaszilij woke up... his head ached badly. Apart from that, he felt all right....

-You woke up... I thought you died in my arms - the priest said to him.

-Thank you, Father - Vaszilij replied.

-Never thank me such a thing... this is my profession. Now go with peace - the priest told him, and Vaszilij left the small church. Now he began to wonder what to do... and suddenly he spotted a woman. He did not knew why, but she seemed to be familiar to him... and when she got closer, Vaszilij forgot to breathe.

It was Marie herself.


Vaszilij walked closer to her.

-What are you doing here? You ruin the mission! - he said to Marie. She took a quick look at his face, and Vaszilij was sure that Marie recognized him.

-I do not ruin anything - she replied.

-You indeed do... did anyone else follow you? - Vaszilij asked. He was getting a worse feeling...

-Just look - Marie said. Vaszilij was shocked... transport shuttles landed on the town square, and the commandos ran out of them. Vaszilij knew what will now happen...bloodbath. The natives have no chance against these Black Hawk troops. A soldier was getting to close to a commando. The Black Hawk rose his weapon, pointed it at the soldier...

And pushed the weapon into his hands.


Vaszilij could not believe in his eyes.

-Why?! - he asked.

-Plans changed. We decided to end this war quickly and efficiently - Marie said.

-You are a fool! You do not know what you destroy! - Vaszilij shouted.

-I am not... and I do not destroy it, just take it out from the way - Marie replied with a smile.

-The CMC will never approve this - Vaszilij shook his head.

-I do not need the CMC any longer. They cannot deal with their own problems... can’t you see how obsolete everything on the Silver Star is? We need the next step now - Marie said with a toothy grin.

-And these people are the next step - Vaszilij said.

-They will be - Marie nodded.

-You are mad - Vaszilij said, and his body began to shake - you are mad!

-I might be. But I am not a fool. Now you know that I am here... I am sorry - Marie said with a smile, and walked away. Vaszilij wondered what she wanted to say... suddenly a Black Hawk rose his weapon at him. He had no time to think, he ducked away. Despite his good reflexes, the bullets hit his left leg. He collapsed... he stood up, but another bullet hit his shoulder. He could do nothing now than lay on the ground. He suddenly thought of his family...he hoped they won’t be harmed in this war. Suddenly a soldier walked near him.

-He still living - it said.

Vaszilij did not hear him though. He was too near to loose conscience... neither did he hear the next shot.


 

 

Jessica took the gear up. It took her almost a half day to make Halif gave her her own body back... but now she was human again. This pleased her, however, she knew that now she has a full colony of dragons to defend... plus one to raise up. For some reason she did not felt happy for this... she activated the jetpack, and headed back towards the cave.


Her arrival back to the cave was simple... she could land without any problems, which was unusual with the heavy gear. Looking around she realized that the dragons inside seemed to be nervous for some reason... she wondered if only her presence set them up.

-What is wrong? - she asked Urad.

-They are coming back - the blue dragon replied. Jessica wanted to ask who, but Halif replied.

„Long story” Halif explained „it started long ago. Urad was the leader, and not all dragons were really happy with this... so some of us decided to choose a new leader and then leave. Although some of us tried really hard to keep the community together, the problems became uncontrollable soon... Qetah became the other leader. After a short but desperate fight the ‘rebels’ left. That was the prologue of our doom.... the humans sensed our weakening, and the hunt for us began.”

Just as Halif finished Jessica could hear many dragons landing. Looking back she spotted a big band of dragons, led by a red and a blue one.

„The red is Qetah himself.... the blue is his mate, Shai.” Halif went on explaining. Now did Jessica feel helpful towards him...

-What do you want here? - Jess asked.

-See if you are reality - Qetah said, but there was something in his voice Jessica could not understand. But the dragon’s eyes unmasked that simple thing... fear. He feared Jessica. Or something else.

-Why did you come back? - Urad asked Qetah on an enraged voice.

-To save my followers... to offer my wings to the chosen - Qetah said and looked at Jessica. She had no idea what to say. „For God’s shake, accept it!” Halif shouted. Jessica had no time to speak though. Loud explosions was to be heard, and the cave shook. All of them realized the human counterattack.


Urad’s dragons went back deeper into the cave, whilst Qetah led his party on an attack. Jessica wished them also go back, but she could not tell them to do so. So she could do nothing else than taking off, and helping the dragons above... even though she disliked the idea. There was simply no more way to choose. She had to keep the mission in mind. The jetpack ignited with a faint blast, and she was in the air in the next moment.


The human archers were firing as fast as they could. Their arrows meant no threat to Jessica’s gear, but could have meant some problems to the dragons as there were at least a hundred archers firing at five or six dragons. Jess had some thoughts on fair play, and dropped two hand grenades at the archers below her. She did not waited the boom, she flew to another group of archers, and shot them down with her miniguns. The remaining archers did not dare to fight her... her sight and quick victory over their friends made them run away. Jessica laughed loud, and then flew back to the cave.

-Two more of you, and we would win the war with ease - Urad said to her. Jessica gave a thank to the gear since it could not blush.

-Could you help me? - Shai asked suddenly. She was dragging Qetah into the cave. Being no one else around, Urad went there to help.

-Leave us alone, my dear - Qetah said, and Shai went a few steps further.

-What’s with you now? - Urad asked. However, Jessica could now see what was wrong... only one arrow hit Qetah, but that one penetrated his neck. Jessica knew that this had to be a mortal wound.

-I will not survive this day - Qetah said to Urad and choke a little blood. Urad seemed to forget his anger against Qetah, and tried to stop the bleeding with his hands. It was a worthless try although.

-Try not, you can only longer my pains - Qetah smiled - I must ask you something.

-Tell me - Urad nodded.

-Defend Shai and take care of her... and of my... - Qetah spoke, but words left his mouth slower and slower as he was running out from energy.

-Of? - Urad asked.

-my...hee...ird - Qetah said, and gave Urad a sharp look. Urad first did not knew what he was told, and suddenly realized that Qetah had no children so far... which could only meant that Shai was pregnant. And now he had to take care of her, of her children, and of Fie also. He sighed... he would have no dared to not follow anyone’s last will. He slowly closed Qetah’s mouth and the two glassy eyes which were still looking at him. He sighed. He did not liked Qetah, but he also did not wanted him die. Not so many dragons were left here. „One less now” Urad thought sadly. Then he walked to Shai, who was still waiting further away. Jessica could still hear their conversation.

-What is happening now? - Shai asked. She had a calm but charming voice.

-Be strong... Qetah... was killed while he was trying to defend us - Urad said slowly - and he asked me to take care of you, and of your heir. I will not refuse to do this... now you belong to me as Fie belongs to me and as you belonged to Qetah... if you accept.

Shai took a long look at Urad, then pointed her eyes at the dead body of Qetah. She hugged Urad, and began to cry.

„They were not evil. They just did not believe in our ways... maybe they were right, maybe not. We will never know now” Halif said sadly inside Jessica, and she nodded. No one will know now.

-Urad - Jessica said aloud. The blue dragon turned to her.

-Yes? - he asked.

-Gather the dragons. We move on - Jessica said. It was clear they had to move - but to where now? She had no map, had no contact with the others. She could do very less now. While Shai and Urad went down in the cave to tell the others, Jess stayed with Qetah. She wondered how a dragon could be killed with an arrow. She looked at the dead body. She looked at the arrow... it sliced through the scales like knife slices butter. This was strange to her... and she suddenly realized why. The arrow was made of titanium or other strong metal, and had an explosive head. She kept on looking at Qetah, and realized that not only the arrow killed him. She could see a little point on the dragon’s chest, somewhere above his heart. But she could see what that hole was.

A sad reminder of a bullet.


„Your friends are hunting us” Halif said the conclusion.

„And me also then” Jessica added. By this the dragons arrived up. Fie was carrying Storm, who was still sleeping... Jessica was amused. She had no idea how the dragons deactivated the shield around Storm. She had no time wonder about this though. Much bigger things were at stake. She ordered the dragons follow them, and she took off.


 

9. Operation „Recovery”
-You say that I am supposed to use this - Zertah said as he was holding the heavy machine gun. It was originally made for vehicles, but the dragons seemed to be also capable of carrying them with only a little modification where the guns were fitted to their forearms.

-Yep. Point your arm where you want it to shoot, and say ‘fire’. The weapon will fire until you say ‘stop’ - Kyla explained.

-You are mad - Zertah shook his head. Suddenly Ileh murmured something, and the weapons on her arms began to fire with full intensity. Soon the targets on the shooting range were turned into dust.

-Impressive - Kyla said, and Zertah dumbly nodded.

-And when I first met she was supposed to be a little, defenseless dragon who I had to take care of... how roles change - Zertah whispered on a dark voice, and took a shot look at the guns on his arms.

-With this I could be the first dragoness being a leader - Ileh wondered aloud. Kyla smiled slightly seeing that the dragons indeed have some interest in their training.

-Yes, maybe... but now we better move on. There are still many things for you to learn - Kyla said, and went further.


A few hours later the two dragons were sitting in the CMC Main Briefing Hall... they were a more unusual sight than they used to be. They had camouflaged bullet proof vests with some built-in self-defense systems, shields and weapons designed for vehicles, and some other hi-tech things such as radios or scopes with multiple vision systems. They were looking quite the same like the commandos surrounding them. Kyla smiled as she realized that she gave a more or less accurate and good training to Zertah and Ileh... however, she had to wonder what dragons will worth in a fight, since she has never seen them battling.

-Hi-tech dragons - a Devilkin said - one more thing which was left out from the fairy tales...

-Perhaps Peter Pan had a jetpack also and shot the pirates with missiles - an answer came with a loud laughter.

-What else could I do among hi-tech humans? - Ileh asked not lacking irony.

-Kyla, do never show them Rambo - another commando suggested - they might got interested in it...

-Currently I am not interested anything apart from blowing all those up who dared to harm my brethren - Zertah said on a stiff voice.

-Pardon, Kyla. They do not even need now to see Rambo... - someone said again and another laughter rose.

-Nice to see this good mood... but we are in a war, soldiers do never forget - Ryker said, and deep silence fell on the hall. Ryker seemed to have all the elements needed for a good a leader - charisma, common sense and tactical abilities. Plus his sense to know how a common soldier thinks and what he desires made him become really famous in the whole army soon... „not here though” Kyla added in herself. The members of the Devilkin Special Tactical Force admired her too much, even if Ryker was famous here also. Ryker went on with the briefing - The Devilkin force will have to take multiple roles. The first role is to secure the Silver Star itself. It won’t be hard and will not need strong forces as most of our foes eluded our grasp and left to the planet below us. This requires us to do the second task for you. Land on the planet, gather the dragons, and protect them until the shuttles will take you and them up. Clear?

-What will we have to do? - Zertah asked.

-You go as a member of the second division - Ryker said hastily.

-Me as a commando? You must be joking - Zertah shook his head.

-I am not. Below there you will have to show the other dragons that we are their friends, and not their foes - Ryker replied.

-Wait, I cannot go... my children are here. I will not leave them alone - Ileh said.

-You will have to do this time. Many lives depend on your assistance, we cannot leave you out. But your children won’t be harmed... they are in more safety in here than anywhere else - Ryker said on a monotone voice.

-Who is the first division, sir? - a commando asked.

-George, Thomans, Downson, Iljics, Hermann, Nicolai, Uljanov, Smith, Radec. You stay here, and co-ordinate or assist the fight to clear the Silver Star - Ryker said - all the others go down on the planet. You will get your maps and orders during the trip. Good luck and good hunting.

-And will we have any assistance, sir? - a commando asked. Ryker seemed too unpleasant to continue the finished briefing, but he answered, saying - Me and my squadrons will provide aerial cover.

-And what do we have to face... sir? - Zertah asked, using the style he heard. „They are learning really fast” Kyla thought. Perhaps faster than she expected them to do...

-Humans living in their middle-age... and the Black Hawk squads with Cobra assistance - Ryker replied.

-The Cobra tank division?!!! - a commando asked half shouting. It seemed that the question was indeed a good one.

-Yes, them. But fear not, they have no or minimal air cover... my air attack squadrons will keep them busy - Ryker said with an evil grin.

-But what does the Black Hawk squadron and the Cobra division do down there? - Ileh asked. She could not fit this into the picture she had. They were supposed to go first...

-Well, we are not sure. But we have some not really neat ideas - Ryker said on a dark voice.

-And what are those? - Ileh asked again, but she was more anxious now.

-It seems that Marie decided to clear the area for herself, so she took down her squads. She began to supply the local humans with our weapons - Ryker began to explain.

-But then will they kill anything and anyone they meet up with! Even... our friends - Zertah said. His heart sank. 

-Yes. They will hunt down all the dragons they can. It will be a big bloodbath. And then will the humans begin to battle with each other - but with these modern weapons they will completely eradicate each other. Or if anyone survives, Marie will probably take care of him - Ryker went on and ended with a sigh.

-Smart - a commando said.

-She is. But remember. You are not going there to stop her. Nor to cross her plans. You are going there only to lift the dragons out. Copy? No playing the hero. We go and take what we want. If Marie wants that place clear... well, we do not stop her. Whatever she found to be that important on the planet can not be such important to us - Ryker said and then asked - More questions?

Everyone was silent.

-Then go. Good luck and good hunting - Ryker said.


The shuttles left soon. Zertah, Ileh and some other commandos were sitting in the faint blue light.

-I wish I would be there even now - Zertah sighed.

-Don’t be that rushy. Once you will be there you will wish you were never even involved in such a war - a commando replied.

-I don’t think so. Many lives of my kind is at stake - Zertah replied slowly. He was feeling calm and cold. Ready for war. Again. Once more. For some reason he was always a soldier. Dragons do not really deny the thought of fight, but Zertah was much more ferocious sometimes. He did not appreciate wars, but once he got involved in one...

-Ah, what I wanted to ask before. Why are you being hunted? - a commando asked.

-Long story. We never really liked each other with the humans... however, with seeming to loose the war, many of us tried to flee or to live in peace. They did not have too big luck though... the only good news I heard was that some kind of dragon-human force was established not so long ago... it has a name like Order of the Flame. I do not really believe in it though. Maybe because we could never do the same - Zertah said on a sad voice.

-A war with a forgotten origin, eh? Well, it will end soon now... as all dragons will be up on the Silver Star soon - a third commando said with a faint cheer. Suddenly the lights went out.

-Prepare for landing - the pilot said.

-Ready - a commando said, then turned to Ileh and Zertah - Good luck to your first war with human assistance, then.

-I hope you won’t have bad experiences with the ally dragons’ efforts - Ileh smiled.


 

 

10. United Forces
Jessica was flying only for minutes, but it seemed to be hours for her. She had no idea where to lead the dragons... and she also wondered why did commandos also hunt dragons. Or why they gave weapons for the humans hunting them. What could be so valuable on this planet?

She knew she had to think logically. For what were most wars fought? For money. 

But there was no income from this war. A useless planet. Dragons. Dust. But no income.

For territory?

Marie had the whole Silver Star under her command... now she gave it all up. It did not worth it, as Jessica could see so far.

For resources?

Jessica could feel that she is near to the point. Resources. Mining. What could be so important a resource on this planet?

„Grimstone, perhaps” Halif told her, and gave Jess some of his memories of grimstone.

Jessica was feeling that she was near to the point. Grimstone... it is dangerous to the health. Why? Halif had no answer for this. All he knew that it was dangerous to go close to grimstone... Jessica seemed to get the answer.

The green grimstone was unhealthy because it caused various health problems.

Jessica realized that she know only one kind of element like this.

Radioactive elements.

„This whole damn war is going for radioactive elements” Jessica realized. Then she realized what power a new, and perhaps really strong type of element would mean. She shivered. It was a greater hazard than she expected it to be. Perhaps Marie even now had the power to destroy the whole planet...!

Suddenly she heard big boom. Looking up she saw dozens of shuttles coming into the stratosphere of the planet.

„Friends?” Halif asked, but replied to himself also instantly „whops, sorry. I just forgot that you and I know the same things.”

-What are those? - Urad asked her. Jessica had no idea. They could be Marie’s troops, and so foes... or perhaps they are friends and they come to help them. She wondered to go there or to run from them. But she also realized that now she had nowhere to run. Nowhere better.

-Friends I suppose. We better go there and check it out - Jessica said, and began to fly towards the landing shuttles.


They were really near when suddenly flaming bolts appeared around them.

-Wartoks..! - a dragon shouted.

„Not a friendly race I guess” Jessica thought, and could feel Halif nod. 

The dragons began to fight with the anti-air ballistas, and so did Jessica try to destroy their attackers. She aimed at the nearest one, and fired one of her anti-air missiles. The missile could see no target, and headed straight forward into the ballista. The wooden weapon blew into pieces with its controller. Jess smiled, but suddenly she could feel something sharp hit her... she realized that she was shot. However, she could do nothing with it, just trying to fly away and to land in safety. She set the jetpack engines to maximal power, and headed towards the shuttles.


Zertah just got out from the shuttle... Drakan changed a little since he left.

-There! - a commando said, and every looked at the direction he pointed at. They could see the big air battle going on.

-Dragons are fighting there - a pilot said - air forces were told and they are on the way.

-I hope they arrive in time - Ileh said. Suddenly they saw a little metallic thing flying towards them.

-A battle gear with jetpack - a commando with scope said.

-It is one of the three commandos! - Kyla shouted. She just got out from her shuttle, and was in the middle of action even now...


Jessica landed hard on the ground. She had no energy left even to move. Suddenly she found herself surrounded by commandos.

-MEDIC! - someone shouted. A guy with white cape came there.

-Give me some room - the medic said. Suddenly dozens of dragons arrived there and landed near them.

-Stop that! Do not touch her!! - Urad shouted.

-Wait there, lizard. If we stop, she dies - Kyla said.

-She will be all right without your help - Urad shook his head.

-No, she won’t. Look, dragon... I don’t know who do you think her be, and neither do I know from what are you running this moment. But I am here to help you, believe me - Kyla said.

-A human to help me... I only want to ask that why did you not attack even on our sight - Urad asked with sarcasm.

-They are indeed here to help, Urad... trust us if you do not trust them - Zertah said. Suddenly all dragons looked at Zertah and Ileh.

-Zertah! Ileh...! what are you doing here? And what happened to you? You look... strange - Urad said astonished.

-I am all right, I could not be better. These humans indeed wish to help us, Urad... and that metal dragon is one of them, but only wears a special suit. She was the first who risked her own life to save you, Urad. If the prophecies are true and we will be once helped by other beings, then now you are seeing the vision come true - Zertah said loudly.

-She is a.. human? - Urad asked. He was thunderstruck. And so was the other dragons...

-She is. Her name is Jessica Oserbun, and she volunteered to come here and help you... now, will you let us help her and then you? - Kyla asked. Urad seemed to be helpless for a moment, but the he took a short look at Zertah and the sight seemed to calm him down.

-Right, as you wish... but I will stay here and watch what you do with her - he said. The medic nodded, and everyone around Jess expect him took a few step back. The medic pushed a hidden button on the gear, and it opened up. Everyone could now see Jessica.

-Is it serious? - Kyla asked.

-A shot wound in her left leg. Some kind of smaller projectile. She lost some blood, but she will be all right... if she makes it through the shock - he said.

-So the chosen is a human. I can’t believe this! - Urad said.

-Why couldn’t she be? She helped you and saved you. She nearly got killed for you. Let this be enough. If someone is worthy for our ally, then these humans has to be - Zertah said, and Urad nodded.

-What shall we do now? - the blue dragon asked. Urad wanted to answer, but no word came out from his mouth. Every time he wanted to reply, something cancelled it within his mind. He was feeling the loose above the grip of the events. Everything he believed in was now in ruins... his world collapsed. He wanted to cry, but the pride stopped him... he wanted to look strong while being watched by his dragons. He sighed. And what is worse, this was the best he could do...


Jessica got up with strong pains in her left leg. She was feeling awful.

-What is happening? - she asked.

-You were shot with a sniper rifle. Fear not, it is not really serious... the battle gear’s electric system was hit although, and you got a slight electric shock. You will be all right soon - the medic told her.

-And what happened to the dragons? - she asked. She realized that she left them in the middle of the fight.

-They are all right... they are sleeping here in the camp. Oh, and they told me to give this to you - the medic said, and gave Storm to Jessica. The little dragon suddenly woke up, and began to cry loudly.

-Now what should I do? - Jessica asked hopelessly. She had no idea.

-Try this - the medic said with a faint smile and gave a feeding bottle to Jess, then added - I think he is hungry by now.

-Aha - Jessica said.. she felt dumb. Suddenly she heard Halif saying „Me raising up a baby dragon!! I am no dragoness! My god... what will I have to do in my life...”. She totally agreed...


 

11. Double-helix
-So you believe that this whole damn war goes on for only a new kind of material?!?! - Ryker shouted in the radio.

-Yes, by all we know this moment - Kyla replied.

-I can’t believe it!! A damn – Ryker shouted at the top of his voice, and Kyla had a strong temptation to walk a step back from the radio to keep her ears safe.

-Do not underestimate the danger this means. A new, probably radioactive element... imagine what could Marie do with a weapon built from this - Kyla said on a dark tone.

-If she is lucky, she can get a new atomic bomb... and eradicate the Silver Star or this planet - Ryker replied astonished.

-No luck. Marie is no fool... would you think she risked everything she possessed for nothing?! - Kyla asked with a little anger... she hated when people could not realize such simple things.

-No matter what she found though. We will kick her out - Ryker replied with a faint cheer in his voice.

-I hope so... I hope so - Kyla sighed, and turned the radio off. She wondered if Ryker got the point... Marie could be having a new kind of nuclear weapon, which would mean direct and lethal danger to them or to the Silver Star... Kyla shook her head. This war was getting out of hands. She thought it to be so different...


-And now what? - Jessica asked. She tried to sat up in her bed, but suddenly her wounded leg began to ache... so she kept lying. Her body wanted to sleep, but her mind refused to do... she got a really bad nightmare last time she was asleep. She was feeling really unpleasant... and began to wonder how long this war can last. Suddenly she noticed a large shade coming closer and closer on the floor, and looking up she saw the dragon which caused it. Although she had a good memory, she could not really recall this dragon.

-Greetings... savior - it said on a female voice.

-Greetings - Jessica replied. „She is Ileh... a nice being” Halif told her from inside.

-What do you do here or want from me, Ileh? - Jessica asked.

-Nothing. Just taking a look at the foretold - Ileh said with a faint smile.

Jessica did not reply just nod.

-I want to ask your help - Ileh said after a few minutes of silence.

-I can help you. It depends. What would you need? - Jessica asked with a little groan. Her leg began to ache...

-I don’t know from what you would need to defend us... but... but I sense something bad. I cannot explain it... but...something tells me that we are in a lethal danger - Ileh said slowly while staring at the ground.

„She has a really good sixth sense, or knows something of the nuclear threat” Halif wondered.

-And what would I need to do? I cannot fight against an unknown danger - Jessica replied with narrowed eyes.

-I ask you to do us a favor. Send the most of the dragons up to the Silver Star... it is more safe than this. I would really appreciate if you would help my kind once more - Ileh said, and Jessica realized that the dragoness was begging now. However, her logic was also good...

-I will do what I can - Jessica said finally, and Ileh made a toothy grin, turned away and left.

„And what can you do, to tell the truth? Besides promises” Halif asked with irony.

„Keep browsing in my mind, dear lizard. Erm, wizard. I may have limited rights, but I have enough right for this... I will ask Kyla or Ryker, and they will do something. The saving of dragons is our objective, did you forget?” Jessica said and suddenly got the feel of triumph.

„Nice” Halif replied.

„I just can’t stop wondering why is Marie doing this” Jessica thought.

„Neither me” Halif replied „but we will see... now, stand up and walk to the radio, please...”

Jessica hastily sent the request. She sighed... one thing less to do.


 

 

Kyla was trying to grab something in the gravy-jeep... they were going so fast that she could hardly manage not to bump her head into something. Suddenly she began to had a bad feeling... she could not discover why, but she could resist it.

-Stop! - she shouted, and the driver stopped the vehicle immediately.

-Commander? - the driver asked her a bit surprised.

-Wait for me, I look around - Kyla said, and took her rifle.

-Wait, madam, you will – the driver replied, but Kyla shook her head.

-I will not need assistance. Wait here - Kyla said, and left.


She wondered why she refused the driver though. Anything could be waiting for her... but she had an exact feeling that nothing bad could happen to her. She began to wonder if „something bad” was a whole army waiting for her... but something was telling her from inside... and suddenly she saw two glowing eyes. She screamed, and was near to shoot, when she heard -NO! DON’T SHOOT! DO NOT PULL THAT TRIGGER!!

This somehow calmed her. Whatever it was, it did not wanted to fight. And feared her gun...

-What are you? Or who are you? - Kyla asked.

-I was Bart... one of the few volunteers. Now... I am... I..I... - and the being began to cry loudly - I AM A MONSTER! A WRETCHED MONSTER!

And the being came closer so Kyla could see him. She was near to faint.


It was a draconic human. It was walking on two legs and had two arms, but it’s body was covered with scales, and the head was also dragon-like... and to leave no doubts, it had two wings - and body armor with a big gun in his hand. This black-scaled and red-eyed being nearly scared Kyla to death. She wanted to speak, to ask... but she could only open her mouth. No air and no sound came out of it.

-Wonder about my origin not. I was made by Marie... she had certain purposes with dragons. She wants to create a new race... race, eh! Military! New super-soldiers for her army - and I am supposed to be the first proud member of it - Bart said on a dark and sad voice.

-Gene-hacking? - Kyla asked. She was recovering from the first shock.

-I don’t know, I was not conscious - Bart replied - I lost conscience in a fight, and awoke as this. I escaped from the laboratory, and now here I am. But I must assume, that, yes - it has to do something with genes. Gene-mixing.

-Laboratory? Are there more of your kind? - Kyla asked astonished. This was beyond sense for her.

-Many more. Dozens - Bart said and added - and more will come if Marie can keep this on.

-She won’t, I promise - Kyla said with anger. Her hate was fuelled by many thoughts and feelings... such a deed committed against life was totally against her. Also she feared that more human... and perhaps dragon can end like this. She shivered. Enough. She knew she had to act. Before even she can end like this.

-Follow me - Kyla ordered Bart - we visit your laboratory.


 

12. Death uncounted
Josef sighed. Things weren’t turning out good. Although Marie promised everything, it seemed that they won’t last long now. The air was ruled by Ryker’s pilots and by some of the dragons which helped the planes’ navigation and close-quarter fight; and without aerial cover, James’s ground troops’ advance slowly began to melt, and soon turned into disadvantage. They even had to fall back into defense sometimes lately. And he could not hope for a miracle... he knew that the Black Hawk squadrons will have a really bad week or perhaps day now. And James’ ground troops could only not have bad days since they were more or less destroyed by then... what remained of their units was merged with the nearby Black Hawk squads.

-Urgent message, Sir - a troop said to him, and gave him a little piece of paper. Josef took a quick look at the writing on it. More bad news. The CMC’s troops breached their defenses at another point. Josef shook his head. Worse and worse by each passing minute... he had a feeling as if he was sitting on a hand grenade, which he did not know if it is armed or not. He sighed again.

-Tell our troops and the tank divisions to fall back to the Seizo Hill - he told the troop.

-Yes, Sir - the young commando said, and ran back to the tent with the satellite dish. Josef wondered how old the commando could have been. Not older than twenty-five, he guessed. „Far too young to know the real worth of life... and he is here, in a lethal battle... where we are fighting for something which will perhaps refuse our offer” Josef thought bitter sweetly. Suddenly he heard something strange... something sharp... like a...

-JETS! PLANES! AIR STRIKE!! - someone shouted, and everyone began to run. Some to the anti-air guns, some into cover. Josef took a Sidewinder x135 missile launcher, and aimed at the direction of the sound. If he had to die, he will die fighting for his life, he said to himself.


The jet pilots made a huge mistake: they had wrong co-ordinates, and flew to a wrong place first. Now the base was alarmed, but they did not return to their bases, rather decided to try to bomb again. But now without the element of surprise.


Josef could see the white jets coming in. He smiled as the plane headed right into the small sign of the missile launcher. He heard the signal of the built-in radar scanning and acquiring the target, and after a second he heard the sharp fire sign. He pulled the trigger, and the missile left with a loud blast... the plane tried to evade, and did a sharp left turn while it decreased it’s altitude and increased the speed. However, he was too close to the missile, which could not miss the target so close. The plane disappeared in a big explosion, and small burning metal pieces began to fall. Josef could see no pilot and no parachute either. No good... The air was filled with pointer and real ammunition as the commandos began to fire from their ancient Flak Cannons and from the newest Sterla SK7 plasma-cannons. However, the million projectiles did not made the pilots run. They flew through the defense fire, carelessly of the dangers waiting for them. This is why Josef admired them sometimes. He reloaded the x135, and shot another missile. This jet had a better pilot, since he could evade the missile with a quick turn, but he nearly ran into a stream of plasma projectiles. The plane did a sharp turn on the right while trying to fly up - and ran into another jet. The two aero planes collided, and the blew up in the air. Suddenly the planes seemed to retreat. Josef knew that they had serious losses, and could not achieve anything... his troops had only minor causalities. But he could not stop wondering... how could these planes sneak on them? Where were the other air-defense points? Or the remaining fighters? And from where did they got their so exact location? The camp was hidden so no satellites could spot them. Josef sighed again. He was getting worried.

-Okay soldiers! Move, move, move! We move the camp to Point Delta! - he shouted, and everyone began to pack hastily.


The Delta Point was the last hope of them. It was a heavily fortified stronghold, the very heart of their forces. There was their command quarters, the main communication equipments, the main supply depots, the best and most elite troops... everything. If they loose Delta Point, all is lost.


 

 

Jessica took a long look at the leaving shuttles... the white planes became red as they left the stratosphere. It is done now, she thought. Most dragons have left with those shuttles. Now only they have to wait for the other shuttles come back and pick them up, and finally can this war end.

-Nice! - Ileh said - I must thank you...

-No problem - Jess replied with a smile - I am only doing my job.

-No matter why you do it. You saved them - Ileh said, and Jess blushed. Suddenly they heard a faint explosion.

-Tank guns - Ileh said with closed eyes... Jess could see how hard she was trying to identify the source of the voice. This moment Jess wished she had as good ears as Ileh.

-If they are tanks, they are unlike to be ours... all tanks are at another place, gathering for a focused attack... and we are supposed to be at least fifty kilometers away from the front! How could anyone get here unnoticed? - a Devilkin said while everyone jumped up.

-It doesn’t matter, but they are tanks for sure. Get into the base, and prepare for the fight! - Ileh shouted. And what was must surprising for Jessica, all the Devilkins followed the dragoness’s orders.

„Fools. They cannot face tanks with their machine guns” Halif told Jessica.

„Ileh and her dragon friends perhaps can” she replied.

„Attacking a heavily armored battle vehicle with flame streams. Not better luck” Halif said again, and Jess had to admit that he was right.

„Then we are done” she said.

„Likely” the mage replied.


She was feeling devastated. They were so near! She looked around. Ileh and Gerell was co-coordinating the works as the commandos and remaining dragons were fortifying the camp. She smiled. Why do they do all this? It has no use. This was not even supposed to be a front-line camp. It was mainly a medical and repair facility... so they had no defense lines, no heavy weapons. Just a darn big generator and medical stuff. Which they could make no use of...

„Or perhaps we could get a use of it” Jessica thought. This was her last hope. She tried to think hard how could they use electricity... but she could not find anything. She sat down hopelessly. She remembered when she felt like this... when she flying in the battle of Maran-Mas, when she was leading the dragons in the crossfire of the ballistas, and when she was looking at the dyeing Halif.

HALIF!

The thought blaze through her mind like a hurricane goes through a clearing.

When Halif cast his spell, he nearly drained all the electricity what the gear had. She remembered that she realized that this „magic” is using both the caster’s and external powers... „With this generator’s power...” Jessica thought, and tried hard to awoke Halif, who was rejecting her again.

„Halif, we need to act... fast! Change form, and cast the best spell you know!” Jessica shouted to the dragon inside her.

„I have no energy left to cast a powerful spell enough” Halif replied.

„You will have if you touch this generator” Jess said. She was about to be optimistic again.

„Really? And what if you are wrong? We will be roosted!! That damn generator contains more than a megawatt! More than you need to roost a whole dragon city!!!” Halif shouted.

„Well, do not do it. Then will you see how good is to be shoot from a 120mm plasma cannon” Jessica replied with sarcasm. Halif did not reply for a while, and then said „Take your clothes down then! Get ready to change! Ah, and get away from the others’ sight...”

„Don’t worry of my clothes now! And don’t worry of others seeing us...just do the change and that darn spell now!! And make it before we all die here!!” Jessica screamed in her own mind. Suddenly she could feel as if something was moving inside her, and her skin began to become scaled. She realized that she was changing already.


-Erm... Esaz... that black mage dragon who died lately was your husband, no? - a commando asked the black dragoness.

-He was... but would you leave these sad memories? I have suffered enough of them - Esaz said, and was near to cry. Although she met Halif once after his „death”, she could not believe in it... she now thought it was nothing more than a hallucination.

-Yes, Carn... leave Halif in peace - Ileh said - and get to work.

-But... there! - the commando said, and pointed his finger at the metamorphosing Jessica.

-What the.... - Ileh said, and became silent as the others did.


Jessica became Halif in a few seconds.

„Are you sure?” Halif asked once more.

„Any better idea?” Jess asked, and Halif smiled. He walked slowly to the generator, and rose his arm to touch it...

-Halif! - he could hear the shout. It was Esaz. He wanted to turn back, to kiss her, to show her that he is alive... again. But he had no time for that this moment. The tanks had to be near, and he had to act fast. He could not risk loosing more time.

He closed his eyes, and began to cast the spell. The words left his mouth almost in silence, and he could feel himself running out of power. He hastily touched the generator before he could loose the power needed even for that. And the electric power ran through his body just as his claw touched the device...

He burst out in a loud scream. He was expecting it to hurt, but this was beyond anything he has felt.

„Keep on with the spell or we die!” Jess shouted in his mind, and Halif kept on. He had to. There was no way back. He tried to put as much power into the spell as he could... enough power into the spell so he won’t get shocked to death.

Suddenly a large explosion nearly torn him into pieces. It was only a few steps away.

The tanks arrived.


The fight began... commandos and dragons fired with all they could, just as the tanks. Meanwhile Halif was finishing the spell... and bullets hit his back, right between his wings. This was more than he could endure while dealing with the spell and the electricity. He was loosing conscience...

„Do not give up! Fight! For Esaz also...” Jessica tried to keep Halif go on. She mentioned Esaz, and she knew that this was her best weapon to keep Halif going... but if this also fails, than they are lost.

It worked.

Halif gathered all the power he could, both from the generator and from himself, and flew up. Jessica suddenly realized how fast he became - faster than anything could even react.

Halif suddenly let out dozens of lightning bolts at the enemy tanks.

Jessica thought that it was a foolish thing to do... but realized that Halif was right. These hi-tech tanks had millions if built-in electronics, and these shocks devastated the computers and melted the wires. Suddenly all the vehicles stopped, and the clearing became silent again.


Halif was in the air for another moment. The remains of his magic kept him there, since the wound in his back made him unable to fly. Jessica could feel how glorious the dragon was feeling, and she admit that he had all reasons to do. But in the next moment they fell onto the ground, and the world went dark for them.


Although they did not notice, the mage dragon’s body was surrounded in the next moment.

-Now, what is this? - Ileh asked.

-I don’t know, but she is now a dragon for sure - the medic replied.

-My Halif - Esaz said happily, then added - Is he all right?

-He is shot... he got a moderate electric shock... I wonder why he did not get roosted though... but he is more or less all right after all, and will get better - the medic replied.


 

 

Josef looked around. Delta Point did not change anything since he left. Everything was in place, and everything was working. People were talking and walking as if it was not a war. He smiled. Nice to see peace... especially in war. Nice to see what a normal life should be. 

They just unpacked when suddenly the guns began to fire. 

Air strike.


 

13. War and Peace
Josef did not move... he watched the attacking planes. He knew that they will not harm them soon, as Point Delta had a really special defense.

A powerful shield system.

Only if they make it through the shield will they be able to bomb the base itself.

„But God defend us if the shield will be lost...” Josef added in himself with fear.


 

Ryker shot a long stream of plasma projectiles, but the shots were caught up by the blue shield. He murmured some faint curses in himself, and took the plane up. He could not stop wondering what to do, when suddenly enemy planes appeared. „In the best moment” he thought, and ordered a few of his squadrons to engage the other planes. The second wing immediately began to fight with the incoming threat, while the others tried to break the shield up... however, this did not seem to work.

Ryker pulled the plane back so it faced the shield again, and released another missile. The missile thrusted, and collided into the shield. Ryker began to have the sad feeling that their weapons won’t have enough firepower to break the shield... and suddenly anti-air projectiles nearly tore his plane into million pieces.


He could see the little shiny lines coming closer and closer, and had no time to think, he could only maneuver by instinct. But thanks to his huge experiences with planes, he was led by the good instinct. He turned the plane aside, and gave the engines maximal thrust command. The plane blasted off, and began to ran as a harmed animal. However, the anti-air guns’ crew was also a well-trained. Although Ryker did a good job in escaping the danger, he could not evade all the shots fired upon him. The little bullets fired from the old cannons penetrated the his plane’s left wing, damaging the electric recharge and the weapon systems. Having less weapons would have not meant serious problems, but the drop in the recharge systems was a serious problem for a jet living from electricity... Ryker knew that the whole plane was useless without electric power. The engines, all the systems, the radio, the radar, the weapons - everything was going with electric power. He pushed the plane down, and this caused to increase the speed... he was thinking of retreating, when suddenly enemy jet-fighters appeared behind him, and began to fire.


He pulled the jet up, and took a sharp turn on the left. The enemy pilots followed him, and kept on firing.

-This is Gold Leader, I need immediate help! - Ryker shouted into the radio. He suddenly did a quick turn on the right, and reduced his altitude. The enemy jets were still in his back, but they stopped firing... Ryker knew that the too long firing used too much electricity. He smiled. His „followers” were amateurs. But even an amateur’s shoot can kill a pro, he reminded himself...


His planes arrived in a second, and began to chase the fighters who were chasing him. „The hunters hunted” Ryker thought with some sarcasm, but he paid badly for not concentrating on his plane for a second. Anti-air projectiles tore his plane in many parts, hitting and penetrating the wings, engines, weapons and the systems. Ryker tried the only way out: he pushed down the plane so he could gain the speed needed to get away from here and to wreck the plane there. But as the plane went under the cockpit became fired upon. Ryker could only see the glass breaking and the control panel disappearing in a big flash. He realized that his situation is hopeless - he had to eject. Suddenly he heard a voice. The radio was still working, although he could not discern why or how.

-We cannot make it through the shield! It is too powerful for our firepower! - it shouted.

Ryker realized that his pilots are in big danger.

He knew them for a time now. Most of them had families, children... a place to go back. Something to loose beside their lives.

Then he thought of himself. A general, a leader. A CMC member. He did not had anyone to go back. Nothing. He was living for this, he had to admit. And now? He wanted to eject? To retreat?! While those pilots were just about to get shot down in a fight they know they can not win?

He did not wanted to think deeper of this.

But from his heart he knew that must not leave his loyal soldiers.

Only one way was left.


Ryker turned the plane straight towards the shield, and aimed the shield generator’s building... he knew which it was since they had some satellite photos of the camp when it was under construction, however short the construction was.

He closed his eyes, and calculated... ordinary weapons could not make it through the shield for sure. And what about... about....

About a whole plane?

He was sure he will make it. He slowly turned the engines to emergency mode and overloaded them... he knew that this way he risked to blow up himself, but destroying the shield below worth the risk.

-Gold Two, you are the new leader - he said into the radio.

In the next moment he ran into the shield, and the whole world burst into a red-green blow for him with the loud sounds of the breaking glass.


 

 

Josef could not believe to his eyes. A pilot ran his jet into the shield... although the shield was powerful, it was not calibrated for such a collision. The aero plane blew up and caught fire, but the still working engines thrusted the wreckage towards... and Josef’s heart sank.

The wreck ran straight into the shielding device, and both things blew up with a loud explosion.

The shield was no more now.

God defend us!

Since no one else can.


 

 

Kyla was looking around and around... the vehicle was quiet and the forest was dark, perhaps too dark for her liking. While they were going in the deeper forest, Kyla could not decide if Bart was telling the truth to her or not. However, she had to admit that she felt sorry for the once-commando. He was a clever boy, and had a good temperature. Now... he was nothing more than a sad reminder of a foolish experiment.

-We are getting closer - Bart said suddenly - we better leave the vehicles here.

-Why? They could be worth their firepower - the driver said.

-And then would be so much of the element of surprise - Bart added.

-Okay guys, I am the leader here - Kyla interrupted slowly - Bart will come with me and also a few commandos. Eric, you wait here with the other vehicles, and come if I sign.

-Yes, Madam - the driver said.

-Follow me - Bart said, grabbed a rifle and hastily left into the forest surrounding them. Kyla nodded, and the Devilkin troops followed her without a noise.


Kyla was near to fed up. She was creeping in the mud, and could bet that she was looking awful. She wondered if Bart was leading into a trap... or if he was still totally sane. Perhaps this gene-mixing made him go mad?

Suddenly Bart stopped, and rose his hand to notice the others following him to stop.

Kyla slowly crept near him so she could see why he stopped. Bart pointed his hand, and looking there Kyla realized why they had to stop.

A whole facility was there.


It was an ordinary research building. A white panel-building with lots of antennas and wires. Kyla could hardly believe to her eyes. How could the satellites miss this?

-The satellites would never find this... Marie knew that you will forget to redesign the satellites’ war plans. But she also knows the older plans, and with them, she knows the ‘gaps’ where the satellites do not see anything - Bart said on a low tone, and Kyla astonished. They helped Marie... even if accidentally.

-And what now? - Marie whispered while she took her rifle into hands.

-We will attack. Your commandos will keep the defense forces busy, you and me will visit Marie... but if you forgive, I will leave you alone with Marie. I have other promises to keep - Bart said but did not stop looking at the facility.

-Sure - Kyla said.

-Attack - Bart nodded, and jumped out from the bushes while firing already at the enemy troops. Kyla sighed. So much of the element of surprise. And of the battle tactics...


The commandos and Kyla also jumped up, and fired at anything which moved near the facility. Marie’s Black Hawks were too surprised to react fast, and could only reply the fire when they had losses. However, they did not give up. They retreated into cover, and fired at the Devilkins... a huge firefight began. Meanwhile Bart and Kyla was inside the building already.

-I know the building’s laying inside out... Marie has underestimated the abilities of the being she created - Bart said with a faint laughter. However, this human-draconic voice’s laugh made Kyla shiver... she had to admit the she feared of Bart. Suddenly he stopped, and Kyla also did then.

-Step aside and cover me when I move in - Bart said, and Marie took a step aside. Bart took a look a control panel, and grinned toothily. Then he give the panel a kick. Suddenly a mechanic voice said „malfunction” and the door opened. Bart jumped in, and Marie followed.

Inside the room was Marie with a rifle, looking at them with a faint smile.


-Nice work - Marie said - now, drop your weapons.

-Why don’t you drop yours? We are two against one - Kyla said while Bart also aimed at Marie. She smiled, and dropped her rifle.

-Take care of her... I must be going now - Bart said, and ran out of the room.

-Why? Tell me why did you do this - Kyla said half crying. She has lost so many things due to this war... and she missed her dreams and hopes the most. When fighting she did not really notice these feelings, but now, facing the one who was guilty for this...

-Simple... I realized our faults and the dragons’ abilities - Marie replied.

-I can’t see it - Kyla shook her head.

-You should. You see how many problems we have... you know that humanity has many major faults. We are greedy. We do not worth life. We are half evil, no matter how we look at it - Marie said - then look at the dragons. They live in well-organized societies, help each other. They truly care of each other... this is something which seems to be born with them. And this is what we lack.

-And? - Kyla asked. She couldn’t see where this all lead to.

-I only wanted to ‘fix’ or problems with them. To create a new, a better humanity - Marie said while smiling sadly.

-Bart... - Kyla whispered.

-Yes, he is. I did not wanted a war. I did not wanted to slay the dragons... I did not wanted bloodshed! I thought that my leaving will cause smaller problems... if everything has worked as I planned, I would have ruled the Silver Star for a day or so. During that I could have landed her unnoticed and could have started to do my plans - while up there you could have done anything you desired. I did not wanted this to happen. I did not wanted it... - Marie said and began to cry.

-And what about the grimstone? - Kyla asked. She did not really believed in Marie.

-About what? - Marie asked.

-About the radioactive element you came for - Kyla said flatly.

-I did not came for that! I said... I came here to make a better race than ours - Marie said.

-And... you have nuclear weapon that? It was a scandal only? - Kyla asked astonished.

-Well... actually... I have a G56 Hellstorm SSNM missile... I needed that if this gene-project would go wrong and if the ‘new humans’ would began to threat the whole planet - Marie replied - but it is in a safe place, and will be only launched if I sign them the „Outbreak hazard” sign. Which I won’t do now.

-Very fond of you - Kyla said. She knew what a Hellstorm missile could do. Eradicating an area of more than 12000 square kilometers.

-Here is the sing device - Marie said and took a little black thing into her hand. It was as big as a TV controller as Kyla could see... Marie dropped it to her feet. Kyla took it up... but as she crouched to pick it up, Marie jumped on her. This surprised her, since she could see how guilty Marie was feeling. However, she could not really fight with Marie in from position. Marie grabbed her rifle, and took it out from her hands. Kyla slowly stood up with her hands above her head.

-Good - Marie said while pointing the rifle at Kyla - now turn back.

Kyla did so. Suddenly she heard Marie saying - Sorry for what I will do now... but... now you know why I did all this. Now... I must pay. Farewell...

And a faint boom.

Turning back Kyla saw Marie lying on the floor in a puddle of blood, with the rifle in her hands... Marie realized that Marie shot herself in head.

„Perhaps she was telling the truth... this was not her original plan” Kyla realized.


Kyla was standing there, looking at the corpse silently. Somehow she began to feel sorry for Marie. They misunderstood her. She was nothing more than an utopist... she wanted a better race and a better world. Suddenly Devilkins ran into the room.

-Madam, our mission is finished! Dragons up! Shuttles are coming for us here soon! We better leave Madam! - the commando said then looked at the dead body of Marie - Madam, isn’t that...

-It is - Kyla replied - Now let’s get going then.

They left the room, and suddenly saw Bart coming - with a dozen similar looking half-dragon half-human.

-Ready, Kyla - Bart said and saluted.

Kyla smiled. Suddenly she heard a faint crack... turning back she saw a Black Hawk troop jumping in. Before they could do anything, the commando fired a few shots... and in the next moment, he was shot from dozens of guns as the Devilkins replied the fire.

-Is everyone all right? - a commando asked.

Kyla did not reply... she could not.

She was shot in her breast, and slowly collapsed with a faint groan.


-Come on Kyla, do not give up - a commando said - give me a bandage!

Kyla wanted to reply to do not care with her, go on... she knew that she is dead now. That shot was lethal.

-Her breast is hit... and without a fast operation, she will die - Bart said - and I fear that we cannot operate her here as soon as we would need it.

-Nah, she will be all right... - a commando said, but suddenly Kyla choke some blood. She smiled... she thought that despite everything, she had a beautiful life.

And everything has to come to an end sometimes.

„Farewell” she thought, closed her eyes, and sighed.


The commandos stood up... Bart could not decide if he was surprised or not to see these tough men near to cry. Kyla was a good leader, and everyone liked her. He crouched beside her, and touched her neck. He could feel no pulse. He sighed. One more dead. Not enough now?!

Led by a sudden thought he grabbed the sign device, which Kyla held in her hand. He could see that it was hit, but hoped it is only a minor damage...

He took a look at it.

Only a few moments after he realized that that scream was his.

The device was activated.


 

14. End of the World
„When Kyla collapsed, she accidentally pushed the wrong button!” Bart realized. This is only meant one thing.

The missile could be on its way even now.

-What is wrong?? - another draconic human asked him.

-Nuclear threat!! - Bart shouted as he jumped up - evacuate everyone! Nuclear missile incoming! - he screamed. The commandos first looked at him astonished, but as the saw the sign device, they realized the situation, and began to ran. Meanwhile they shouted orders and reports into their radios.


Bart ran out from the building first as he was fast than the commandos. No one was outside by then... and he could see the shuttles landing. He burst out in a laughter... he was happy to be alive. He jumped into the first shuttle which landed, and took a look at the others comings.


 

 

 

-Should we not surrender ourselves? - a commando asked Josef.

-No. We are the elite, the best - how could we surrender? We fight... fight ‘till glory or death - Josef replied. This was his belief. They were the best. The elite. If they surrender... how could they think that the „less elite” soldiers will not do?

Suddenly a group of planes began to shoot and bomb the command chamber. The air defense was hopelessly trying to keep the attackers of - the pilots were raging by the loss of their leader, and dared to do anything, even flying into the buildings when seriously hit. A jet was flying towards the fuel depot when it was shot by a plasma battery. The pilot suddenly changed direction, and flew into the battery which hit him... a loud explosion again. Josef sighed. He wondered how could they make it...


 

 

 

-Is the sign that sign for sure? - the pilot asked.

-It is - the co-pilot replied.

-Oh, my God - the pilot said as he set the engines to maximal thrust.

The Razorwing rose its altitude. The beautiful plane flew through the sky as a silver arrow.

-Set the co-ordinates and the launch parameters - the pilot said, and his co-pilot began to hastily type something in the computer.

-The Hellstorm is ready in fifteen seconds - the co-pilot said. He shivered... he was about to realize what he was about to do.


 

 

Halif awoke with a loud groan. He was feeling awful.

-Good morning - he heard a really familiar voice... he realized that it was Esaz.

-Erhm, good morning - he said to the dragoness with a smile.

-I was so afraid of you... I even thought you died - Esaz said with a faint smile - but all is right now.

„All is only will be right when even we will be up on the Silver Star” Halif heard Jessica inside his mind.

-Ah, the mage alive - Gerell said suddenly - you should have told me you will not die. But now... hehe... this is yours I guess... he seems to be hungry, or I don’t know...

Halif could see that Storm began to lick his face... he realized that it was his son now, even though it was not his. „A darn prophecy” he thought.

-Do not move, I will take care of him - Esaz said, and took the little dragon near herself, which began to sleep.

-And now what? - Halif asked. He wanted Gerell to go out to inform himself, so he could be let alone with Esaz.

-Well... I don’t really know... - Gerell said, when suddenly Ileh ran in.

-Halif! You are up! - she said, then added - Come out! All of you! Something bad is happening, and we will be lifted up with shuttles... they are landing now. We must move fast!

Halif tried to get up, but he was a bit weak for that, and he collapsed. Esaz and Ileh jumped to him, and picked him up.

-Gerell, bring Storm - Ileh said as she carried Halif out with Esaz. Gerell nodded, and took the little dragon. Outside they saw the shuttles landing.


 

 

-Left! LEFT! - the co-pilot shouted, and he saw a missile flying away, obviously launched for them.

-What are these? - the pilot asked shouting.

-Fighters! - the co-pilot shouted back. Suddenly the plane shook. The Razorwing’s engines was hit.

-FIRE! - the pilot shouted - fire the missile before it gets hit and blows up!

-Yes, Sire! Missile released! - the co-pilot shouted, and pushed the red button. The plane flew almost a hundred meters higher since it became a lot lighter without the weight of the missile. The pilot and the co-pilot smiled at each other for the successful launch, but in the next moment the whole aero plane was torn into small and burning pieces by the rapid hits of the fighters...


The missile was on his own now.

The little computer in the head calculated its position. Then it ignited the engines of the missile, and began to fly towards the position it was set for.

It calculated the time needed. Thirty seconds.


 

-There is that damn missile! Shoot it! Shoot it! - the fighters’ leader shouted into the radio, but they could not make it. The missile was at least three time faster than their planes... they could do nothing but get away as soon as possible.


 

Bart was looking out from the shuttle. They were just breaching the stratosphere. He hoped that missile will only blow after they have left... he did not wanted to become nuclear dust. And looking the faces around, he realized that no one else wanted to.




 

-Will we make it? - Halif asked. He was in the shuttle with Esaz, since a plane could only carry two dragons at once.

-With some luck - the pilot answered.

For some reason Halif had a feeling that this meant „not sure”. And this was no good...


 

 

Josef was astonished. The aero planes suddenly stopped fighting, and thrusted towards the space with their afterburners. He wondered why... he suddenly got the answer.

A faint boom and a blinding flash.

He realized what it was.

A nuclear blast.

He could see as the huge explosion grew bigger and bigger, as the sounds of explosion became louder and louder...

In the next moment he felt the wind becoming stronger.

He began to cry. „Farewell” he said inside himself for all his friends.

He did not wanted to die like this.

And suddenly he could see nothing more than light.

His skin began to hurt as if he was on fire.

And then nothing more. No picture - no sound.

Just the deep silence and dark darkness.


 

 

Bart could feel the shuttle shook.

-What was this? - he asked.

-We were nearly caught by the blow - the pilot said - but we are through now.

-And the others? - Bart asked.

-The nuclear blow disrupted the radio frequencies... I don’t know - the answer came.

Bart sighed. He hoped the best.


 

 

-Hold tight! - the pilot shouted, and Halif laid his head onto the shuttle’s floor. Suddenly the whole thing began to shook.

-We are in it! We are in it! - the co-pilot shouted.

-Engines to emergency mode! - the pilot ordered.

-Engines at 120 percent - the co-pilot answered and added - Not enough!

-Give it five more! - the pilot shouted. Halif realized that they were fighting for their lives.

-It will blew up! - the co-pilot shouted back, but did it. The plane suddenly began to shook more wildly, and then it suddenly calmed.

Then a faint boom came.

-Engine two blew up! Fire in the rear part! Electric drop! Fuel-leak! - the co-pilot shouted. Suddenly all the lights went out.

-Will we die? - Esaz asked Halif.

He did not know what to say...

„No if you move again” Jessica said inside him.

„What should I do?” Halif asked her.

„Do a spell again. Teleport us into the Silver Star’s docking bay.” Jess suggested.

„We would die. I am too weak.” Halif replied. He knew he is too weak for any spell.

„Would you rather die here?” Jessica asked him.

-Major failure! Mayday! Mayday! - the pilot shouted into the radio, and Halif realized that he had to move again. He looked aside, and slashed the metal panels with his talons. He touched the electric wires, and he could feel electricity ran through his body again. He said a few words, and fainted.


 

 

Drakan has never seen such a thing.

And will never do.

The nuclear missile devastated the whole empire.

Human cities turned into dust.

Wartok camps and villages became nothing in a second.

Dragon caves disappeared in a moment.

All went into nothing as if it never existed. As if it was nothing more than a dream.

Now the wind roams free over darkened land, after the destruction.

It is calm now... it is peaceful.

No war will be here for a long time.

Perhaps life and fate will make a better dream here next time.


 

 

Epilogue


Halif awoke in a strange world... it had a total metallic look.

-Good morning - Esaz said to him - thanks for saving us. I did not knew that you had so much power in reserve.

-There are many things you do not know of me - Halif said and kissed Esaz.

„Would you close your eyes?” Halif told Jess.

„Okay-dokey. I will look this out from your memories then” she said, but tried to focus on another thing.


-Silver Star - Urad said - a beautiful name... and a great achievement. What a ship! And you built it. Indeed do we need a lot from you...

-I say the same - Edward said - for example magic. I hope you will explain it one day to me.

-I may, but you better ask Halif - Urad smiled, then asked - What now?

-We are done here. I don’t think you want to go back onto the planet to be hunted again... you can join us and our quest to find a new homeland - Edward said. He remembered why they left Earth... when it became inhabitable. To find a new Earth. A new place where to live again. „And now what we have done again” he thought. He looked at the small model of the planet... the explosion of the bomb only destroyed an empire of the many.  Edward knew that it would need much more bombs to destroy a such big planet... but he knew what devastation the bomb did. Hundreds, perhaps thousands died in a moment...! And for why? For a bad dream.
For a bad idea. 
For nothing.

Suddenly the dragon interrupted his silent wondering.
-Sure - Urad smiled - I will do everything.

Edward smiled back.


 

-What are you doing? - Bart asked as he saw Ileh lighting a candle.

-In memories Kyla. I liked her - Ileh replied on a sad voice.

-Me too - Bart said - but there are more who lost everything there. Like me. I lost my life, even though I am alive.

-Not all is lost - Ileh said - not while you are alive.

-Not for you. But for me? I am useless... a monster, stuck somewhere between two race - Bart replied half angry.

-You should not say such things - Ileh shook her head - perhaps you will be a third race here.

-You should not expect such things - Bart sad on a dark voice - I am a created... „race”. I am not natural, so I can have hidden problems... we will be only sure about me when I will be dead.

-Will see - Ileh replied - but we did not know that such things could happen.

-Yes. Neither here did anyone - Bart nodded slowly, then asked - And what now?

-The Silver Star will go on... we will keep looking for another world to live in. We will see. I will miss my world though... however, this metallic ship with its inhabitants seems to be much more friendlier to me than Drakan with its dragon hunters. Will see. Will see.

Bart slowly nodded. Will see.


 

The engines burst up, and the navigation systems launch. The Silver Star slowly begins to move... towards new planets, new worlds.

New adventures.

War, peace, trust and hate... new experiences, new ways.

Towards a new tomorrow.


 

THE END
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